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WELCOMES

SENATE CHANGES

ADVERSE

DECISION

Washington, Aug'. - 3. The Remsen
LA
pure food referee board would welcome a finding hat It is illegal, de
clared Dr. Ira W. Remsen, chairman
of the board, before the house commit
tee on agriculture department expendi
tures today. This 1b the tribunal to
which Dr. Wiley's pure food decisions
are referred and which reversed Dr.
Wiley's finding that benzoate of soda
PROVISIONAL
was deleterious to health
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NEW GARRISON FOR JUAREZ
4 rata. Tex., Aug. 3. Five hun
dred Maderista soldiers, under Col

Washington, Aug. 3. Major General Carter today was relieved
of
command of the maneuver division at
onel Estrada, arrived in Juarez this
San Antonio, Tex., and ordered to
morning from Chihuahua ana will re
Washington to resume his duties as
main as a permanent garrison. Genassistant chief of staff for the army.
era Jose de la Luz Blanco, command'
Brigadier General Frederick Smith
er of the rnrales, has been transferhas been appointed commander of
red to Casas Grande, as chief of the
the maneuver division now considerdistrict, and his position in Juarez
After a
aDiy reaucea in strength.
will be filled by Colonel Estrada. The
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT
OF short vacation Major General Murray, CROWNS INITIATIVE OF UNITED arrival of the
troops, it is believed, IT PROVIDES FOR A HOUSE OF
- OF HOUSE ASKS FOR CONFERwho has filled General Carter's place
MEXICO TO RULE WITH AN
will do away with further trouble in
, STATES FOR UNIVERSAL
REPRESENTATIVES OF 443
TO
ENCE ON MEASURE
PROBE TEXAS ELECTION
since the troops were mobilized In
IRON HAND
Juarez.
PEACE
the south, will go to San Francisco to
MEMBERS
Austin, Tex.. Aug. 3. An lnvestlga
tlon of alleged fraudulent voting and
take charge of the western division.
ANTICIPATE GREAT GAME
AGREEMENT SEEMS ASSURED use of money in the state-wil- e
IS SAFELY BRIDGED
prohibi- - CRISIS
The announcement that Barr and GERRYMANDERING
CEREMONIES WEREIMPRESSIVE
PREVENTED
CAST CHOSEN FOR BENEFIT
ltion election la Texas on July 22,
Smith would be pitted against each
Rehearsals for 'Bachelor Hall," the
which the
won,
In
other a
baseball game at
DEPOSING OF MINISTER OF IN
CHAIRMAN UNDERWOOD HAS NO was called
AFFIXING
play to be given this month by local FORMAL
for by the senate today by
OF
SIGNA. Amusement
afternoon 60 AMENDED AS TO MAKE IM
Saturday
park
TERIOR
GOMEZ
DOUBT OF OUTCOME
APPROVED
OF A
a Tote of 16 to 11. An identical h.
talent for the benefit of the baseball
TURES TO TREATY SOLEMN
to the hearts of the
has
brought
POSSIBLE ANY FRAUD IN
joy
BY MADERO
JOINT HEARING
association, are being held regularly
solution of investigation was Intro
fans. From present indications the
PROCEDURE
REDISTRICTING
under the direction of Miss May
duced In the house where considera
crowd will be a large one as the art!
Ross. The young people who will
tion was postponed until tomorrow,
cle of baseball put up is expected to
ARMY IS HELD IN READINESS take
SENATE REGULARS ALARMED,
part in the play have had ex TO EXCHANGE PARCHMENTS be the equal of that exhibited at any S EFFECTIVE IN YEAR 1913
ATTACKS WHITE'S TESTIMONY
perience in histrionic stunts and many
of the games between the Maroons
TWENTY-SEVEWashington, Aug. 3. The cross-e- x
FEAR PASSAGE OF WOOL TARIFF
THOUSAND SOL of them are favorites with Las Vegas ONE
teams.
and
RATIFIED
IN
WASHINGTON,
audiences.
IN.
amination by Elbridge Hanecy of
The regular players of the Ma IN LESS THAN TWO YEARS
DIERS WILL BACK EXECUREVISION SCHEDULE OVER
AND THE OTHER IN PARIS,
The cast of characters is as folCREASED
Chicago, counsel for Senator Lorlmer,
REPRESENTATION
roons
will
distributed
be
evenly
TIVE'S ADMINISTRATION
PRESIDENT'S VETO
lows: The Honorable Geoffrey Myr- TO BE TRADED
attempted to break down the testi
among the two teams and fast local
WILL OCCUR
tleton, Lawrence D. Clark; Silas Jer-Tlamateurs will fill in the vacant
mony given by Charles A. White for- Mexico City, Aug. 3 The firm
John Webb; Elisha Bassett. RobWashington, Aug. 3. The house mer member of the Illinois legislature
be
Paris, Aug. 3. The American ini- places. Among those who will
Washington, Aug. 3. The congres- ways and means committee today re- - to the effect that he was brlhod to stand of President de La Barra and ert E. Vasse; Ensign Jack Merldeth,
In the lineups of the two teams
Seen
tiative
in
unrestricted
ional
arbitration
reapportionment bill, providing
Cecil
the
of
fused to accept the farmers' free list vote for Lorimer for senator.
a proclamation by
Boucher; PInkerton Case, Ed
publication
Mr.
was crowned today by the signing of are Ettinger, Young, Sandoval, Yates
house of representatives member
iriff bill, as amended by the senate, Hanecy first Questioned White about Francisco I. Madero, expressing ac- ward J. McWenle; Vere Lee, Thomas
a treaty of permanent peace by the and other fast Railroaders. Schoeny, ship of 433, but with a house
provis
quiescence In the elimination of Emil-i- o V. Trader; Jasper, Orrin B. Blood;
and instructed Chairman Underwood his start in life at a
salary of $3 a
terms
of which, France and the United Angel, Montano and other players of ion so amended as to safeguard
who resigned O'Rourke, John P. Condon; Betty
Vasquez
Gomez,
to omev tnat the house
also
will
week. His highest salary before be-ability
participate.
against the "gerrymandering" of conthe office of minister of the interior Vance, Atrless Browne Trumbull States agree it submit to a neutral
and ask for a conference with the coming a labor
"lobbyist" White said,
court
all
differences
be
that
gressional
arise
districts, in the redistrict-inmay
K.
Mrs.
at
the
of
the ex Polly Reynolds, Mary
senate.
yesterday,
Coors;
request
was $65 a month.
work, which the states must un- ecutive, together with the communi Van Styne, Nora H. Dennis; Claire, tween them, even though the dignity FORMER
"I have not the slightest doubt
RAILROAD
honor and vital Interests of either redertake, and to impose the same
cation of the deposed minister to his Mossle York.
but that we can come to an agreemethods on candidates for
involved.
be
nominating
public
may
are
ment on the bill in conference," said
partisans, counseling moderation,
DEFAULTING
at large as on the
The
BANKER
of
representatives
docu
the
ceremony
signing
believed to have enabled the admlsMr. Underwood.
MAGNATE SUICIDES gubernatorial candidates,
ment was simple but solemnly Impres
was accepttration to pass a difficult situation RAIN BREAKS DRY
The democrats of the house also
ed by the senate today without re
sive. . The signers met at the miniswithout
violence.
,
appeared confident today that a basis
DIES BV
HAND
vision. The measure will become eftry of foreign affairs in the office of
The president
declared
today
of agreement would be reached on
SPELL
fective in less than two years. Its
H.
JAMES
CONLIN
HIM
A.
8H00TS
of
The
Mollard,
chief
the
protocol.
INjiOUTIIIYEST
through the press his ' determination
wool revision at the conference,
passage was largely assured by a
was
SELF
EL
IN
France
PASO
for
BUILT
Jean
to
a
his
by
signed
treaty
to
realization
powers
deyof
N j
A, .MANKER, WANTED
which bgins tomorrow.
i CAREY
sentiment of concession to the house
SEVERAL LINES
and to HEAVIEST FACE SINCE APRIL IN Jules Jusserand, French ambassador to
;
Ai.'.A.it- - ' --.i of the ideals of the reovlutlon
of its right to regulate its own orf The fimoiided Louse congressional
in
United
the
and
the
States
presence
and
life
of
guarantee the security
KANSAS, MISSOURI, OKLA
ganization affairs.
reapportionment bill, providing that
ot
ambas
American
Robert
PRISON
Bacon,
property, adding that he was prepared
An amendment by Senator Hoot
El Paso, Aug. 3. James H. Conlln,
after March 3, 1913, the house of
HOMA AND TEXAS
sador at Paris; Arthur
tohandle any situation with firmness.
50, at one time vice president of New York to retain the present
aged
representatives shall consist of 433
secretary of the American em- and general manager of the Chicago, house membership was defeated.
San Francisco, Augr. 3. The body He stated that 27,000 soldiers were
And
tt a m hero ovtllaiVA Slf A rf'nra
3.
Kansas
best
The
Eugene Pierre, secretary gen Rock Island and Mexico railroad, a
In
bassy;
to
Mo.,
City,
available
Aug.
effect
his
A.
The. two amendments adopted were
purposes.
lot
the
Manker,
42
over
Carey
defaulting
New Mexico, an increase of
face of Madero'a declaration that genertal rain tbia section has received eral to the president of France's cham short line since acquired by the Rock offered by Senator Burton of Ohio.
the present membership, was passed (banker of Pearl, 111., who ended his the
Bouche-ment,
The ber of deputies and Gaston
since April fell this morning.
Island, and in 1903 superintendent ot The one, to prevent gerrymandering.
in. the city prison, is the dismissal of Gomez was due "to
tv aertRta today wltncmt roll ea.ll lltfe .yesterday
assistant chief of protocol, who the Rock Island terminal elevations provided that districts shouldTvJ
he .placed difficulties In precipitation in ais city" was an Inch
.o conference
Ttie ttv now
y".(t a.t Uve cAt.y morEae, ixinrttnjt n- - the fact that
cue to two and a olfl elated in the ahHeoce of M. Mol in. Cblcaso, was found dead IB a room
tveea the two houses tor agreement tatruatloiiji from Manker'st family. The the "Way of the mivwn iiumi t ot presi ml a half.
..
in Uie Roberts-Banne- r
building this pact locality Btid contain i
as to tue senate amendments oeiore ipouoe are engagea in an investigation dent de La Barra" the followers of half Inches fell over ne&lvra Missouri, lard.
When the party was complete M. morning, Willi a bullet in his heart, practicable aa equal number of inGomes, met late last night and pre- western Iowa and eastern Nebraska,
going to the president tor Mb ap- of Manker's suicide but so far have
Two shots habitants."
This carried by 39 to
to Madero. much ot Kansas, Oklahoma and north Jusserand seated himself at a desk evidently
been unable to discover where he ob' pared a protest addressed
proval.
and once more read the parchment. had been fired, one bullet missing the 38.
ern
Texas.
an
tained the knife 'with, which he stab
Alarmed over the possibility of
The other Burton amendment ad
then with his favorite pen he affixed heart.
of Conlln's body opted without division, provided that
An examination
atempt ot pass the wool tariff revis- bed himself in the neck. Although CALIFORNIA FOREST
his name. A few moments later the
on Rock Island
Washouts
or
who showed that both of his wrists had candidates for representatives,
ion bill over the anticipated veto of Manker surrendered himself to the
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 3. Reports re French diplomat and Mr. Bacon,
in
at
to
elected
Instrument
large
he
to
with"
wa
sanxious
republia
said
that
he
draftrepresentatives
cut
the
regular
been
President Taft,
sharp
police and
today indicate that last night's had labored together for weeks
FIRES BEYOND CONTROL ceived
an evident attempt to, sever the arteri- In any state shall be nominated. In
can leaders of the senate today set Teturn to Pearl for a trial and vindica
rain was general throughout Kansas,
wounds appeared to be sev- the same manner as the candidates x
about to bring all the absent repub tion- - The fact that Governor John
from one inch in the south- ed from the room and announced that es. The
ranging
for governor, unless otherwise pro- to the city before son signed his extradition
warrant
lican senators
the momentous document had been eral days old.
ORDER TO western section to seven inches in
and
ISSUES
WASHINGTON
vlded
month
ago
a
here
came
by the" laws of such states."
Conlln
next week.
yesterday is believed- to have brought
signed.
section.
northern
in
the
Smith
count",
In
friend
a
The
AT
with
ANY
disposal of the reapportion- SUBDUE FLAMES
The senate leaders are worried on a fit of despondency which led to
A copy of the treaty as signed will had been stopping
All Rock Island trains are delayed bj
found
was
blll
leaves
he
only one more set piece
which
.
In
room
has
word
the
gone the act
COST
over the wool bill. The
a washout between Kensington and be forwarded Immediately to Wash
of legislation on the senate program, ,
at
Amarillo,
Is
wife
living
dead.
His
could
be
passed
bill
out that the
Colorado ington in exchange for the copy signAlhol, in Phillips county.
be the statehood hill, which will be vots
Tex., and his body probably will
COLD WEATHER. RECORD
through the house by a
,3. Forest fires trains returned to Manhattan and were ed at the American capital this afterAug.
Washington,
ed on Monday, August 7. Senators and
nt there.
cold
vote, regardless of the president's ob
Denver, Aug. 3 A
week in the An- detoured over the Union Pacific to noon by Secretary of State Knox. Am
last
for
the
Sanand
raging
Buckland
bui'lt
representatives are hoping for final
the
Conlin
jections and the senators have taken weather record "for August 3 was geles National Forest In . California,
12 to 15 hours bassador Jusserand will leave tonight
Island adjournment by August 12.
from
and
Rock
Colby,'
the
Oakley
of
divisions
to
Rosa
ta
be
up
the position that it may
broken here early today when the including the watersheds for the rich late. The rain will do much to assure for Denmark on a vacation.
and was president of that road previthem to save the situation and pre- government weather bureau ther orange- groves of San Bernardino,
The signing of the treaty Is hailed
localities
some
in
IDENTIFIED BY SKULL
corn
a
though
crop
of
ous to its acquisition by the Rock
the
in
favor
vent precipitate action
mometer registered a minimum of Riverside and Orange counties, have
in France as meaning that extension
assure
Is
more
than
do
to
promtoo
late
for
it
years
Havana, Aug. 3. The bones found
Island. He had been
bill at this session. The house orig- 48 degrees, or 16, degrees above
movement In all countries for the
control. District For a yield of fodder.
a
of
Rock
in the ward room of the
beyond
gotten
the
wtih
yesterday
identified
100.
The
inently
.
was
inally passed the bill 220 to
freezing. The lowest previous rec ester Dubois at San Francisco
reduction of armaments and the abso Island in the southwest and was one battleship Maine were identified to
32.
This
to
48
was
senate
vote in the
ord on this date was 51 degrees, on ordered by the forest service today
lute prevention of wars. The general ot the best known railroad men in day as those of Assistant Engineer
OPTIMISM PREMATURE
would not be a sufficient number to August 19, 1884.
has
all possible available help
summon
to
For several sears he( Merritt. 'The Identification was
note view is that a tremendous impetus
this section.
Paris, Aug. 3. A
pass the bill over a veto, but the posworld-wid- e
flames.
the
rail- based on the configuration of
subdue
the
to
to
the
peace
been
given
of a
had not been actively engaged In
issued today states that the optimistic
sibility in case of the absence
LEISHMAN HILL'S SUCCESSOR
were discovered at -a
bones
skull.
survey
The
make
to
campaign.
was
except
road
rela
work,
opinion emanating from London,
number of regular republicans
Berlin, Aug. 3. John Q. A. Leish
Flames Are Subdued
tor the Mountain Valley and Plains the precise spot where Midshipman
tive to the progress of the Franco-Ge- r
deemed sufficient today to arouse the man
3.
by Washington
Aug.
Calif.,
proposed
had been
San Bernardino,
line out of Dalhart, Tex., which he Boyd testified he and Merrit
man negotiations, is not borne out by
caution of those on guard. Sixty as American ambassador to succeed
Pacts Signed In Washington.
praceleven
for
water
days
the
Alter
inrush
of
the
raging,
separated "by
completed.
votes will be necessary to pass .it Dr. David
Washington, Aug. 3. In the pres recently
Hill who resigned last tically unchecked, the forest fires in the facts, as the German demands con
to
Jayne
their
make
way
while
struggling
of
.
over a veto in case of attendance
ence of President Taft and a notable
the San Bernardino range are believ- tinue excessive.
officers ward room
spring.
rom
the
junior
all senators.
company of government officials in
ed today to be finally under control.
to the main deck. The bones have
The forty democrats and thirteen
the president's library in the White
mechanof
clerks,
merchants,
Scores
been
placed in a casket to await in
together
republicans,
progressive
House, two International arbitration
dwellers who went out as BRYAN'S HATRED OF
and
TO
READY
ics
AVIATORS
city
struction from Merrltt's family. Two
with Senators Nelson and McCumber,
treaties designed to end the possibilthe deserting
to
of
replace
volunteers
DEAD
YORK
more bodies, the identification
NEW
for
the
voted
OF
regular republicans who
ity of war between the United States
Mexicans yesterday and last night
were ound toBITTER
UNDERWOOD
IS
was
which
fifty-riv- e
Impossible,
would
PEAK
aggregate
United
BRAVE PIKE'S
bill originally,
and Great Britain and the
have subdued the flames in Grass
day near the warrant officer's quar
members, only fiveshort of the
States and France, were signed at
north
of
blaze
and
Skyland
the
Valley
ters on the port side of the berth
POLITICIAN
3:10 and 3:11 respectively today. Sec NOTED DEMOCRATIC
requisite number.
of the mountains.
side
west
on
NOT
HE
WITH
WILL
the
DECLARES
under the central superstruc
deck
DARING
The Underwood, cotton tariff re- LATE THIS AFTERNOON
retary of State Knox signed the two
FAILED TO SURVIVE AN
OF
DRAW
HIS
CRITICISM
ture,
making the total number re
house
the
vision bill, to be passed by
in behalf or. tne : unuea
BIRDMEN WILL ATTEMPT TO
treaties
W. GATES DYING
OPERATION
JOHN
corder twenty-one- .
- today, reduces
HOUSE LEADER'S ACTS '.'
the duties on cotton
States.. James Bryce, the British am3. At 7:25 p.' m. this
CONQUER ROCKIES
Paris,
Aug.
of
the
"coods covered in Schedule I,
bassador, fixed" his signature in be
evening, the family of John W.Gates
WOOD POINTS OUT. DEFECTS
' Payne-Aldric- b
tariff law, from 48.12
3. William Jennings half of Great Britain, thus completing
Chicago,
Aug.
the
that
York, Aug. 3. Former United
New
out.
statement,
saying
General
a.
gave
3.
in
Washington,'. Aug. 3.
overColo
Aug.
Colorado Springy
to the criticism of the
to 27.06 per cent Its passage
pact, with the
Edward Murphy of Leonard Wood, chief of staff of the
financier was still living, but that his Bryan today replied
Senator
States
d1. cations at noon, today point to ideal
a
third
as
house
the
in
made
. i. .
.
.
whelmingly by
exception o its ratification by the
conditoin was most critical. He naa Representative Underwood,
m
w
his summer home atmy, declares tnere is
of the straight tariff measures in the weather conditions for the second taken another chill and all the physi the house yesterday, by declaring that senate. The French
treaty was Troy, N. Y., died at
artil
field
especallly
troops,
of
O.
as
tothe
and
Canadian
Parmalee
wake
auxiliary
at Elberon, N. J., early today
statements which Mr. Underwood signed in duplicate in Paris earlier
day's flight by Phillip
program in the
cians were at the bedside, oxygen the
in proportion to the Infantry
reciprocity was long agd assured by T. Clifford Turpin, the Wright, avia was being administered. Rumors that criticised were based on a Washing day by J. J. Jusserand, ambassador result of an operation which he under- lery,
militia,
house
of
the
the party solidarity
tors, who are here in an attempt to Mr. Gates had died today were de ton despatch which .appeared In an to the United States. An exchange went two weeks ago for an enlarged strength of the organized the efaffect
would
which
seriously
revenue
estimated
be
has
Its
o'clock
democrats.
circle Pike's Peak. Three,
on this treaty will be necessary
nied at his hotel this evening. Charles Omaha paper.
abdominal 'gland. Mr. Murphy was 76 ficiency ot the reserve forces if call
"If that report Is Incorrect," said fore It can bo sent to the senate.
producing capacity, according to Dem been announced as the hour for the G. Gtaes the financier's son, admited out for national defense. This dechairman
will
years old.
ocratic Leader Underwood,
start but it is probable that it
his father had had Mr. Bryan, "I take it for granted that
that
however,
ted,
emphasized in an
of the committee that framed it, Is be at least 4 o'clock before the motors a
Following the operation, Mr. Mur-ph- y fect is strongly
DEAD
bad turn during the afternoon. Mr. Underwoodwlll read the report
PHIPPS
very
MAJOR
General Wood
Issued
below
order
Just
by
the
Parm-aJe,
approximately $3,000,000
aro warmed up. According to
before the house andi de'ny it If the
frallied and for a while it was be
3. Major W. A.
in the field
Increase
an
Aug.,
Los
authorizing
Angeles,
revenue received by the government
will
the trip around the peak
SMUGGLED OPIUM FOUND
report is correct. I have nothing to
would
lieved
The chief of
recovery
man
thaVj
complete
militia.
Iron
for
tha
artiartillery
in 1910 from imports of the same
depend entirely upon air conditions in
San Francisco, Aug. 3. Soon after withdraw. If it lis erronteous shall Phipps,
a staff, urgently requests the state auwas
there
last
but
of
Tuesday
result;
cles. There is little thought of se the
upper currents. He says definite- the liner Manchuria sailed for the withdraw my criticism of Mr. Under of Pittsburg, and former partner
additional units
curing action on the bill in the sen ly, however, that he will steer for 'the Orient yesterday customs inspectors go far as It Is based on his acts in Andrew Carnegie, died here yester- relapse. Before daylight today It be thorities to organize
service.
of
arm
the
of
this
session.
ate at this
mountains.
discovered a rowboat fastened under that particular; Whatever the outcome day aged 57. For the past few years came apparent to the nurses and doc
the deck containing 300 tins of opium, in the particular instance, I do not
had lived in a Lob tors that Mr. Murphy was failing ra
ST. LOUIS MARKETS.
Frank Delgado, Manuel Delgado,
?1 2.000.
TiV inspectors withdraw my criticism of Mr. Under Major Phipps
at
MONEY
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YORK
NEW
and the members of the family
'
3.
almost
remained
pidly
Wool,
and
unchang
Louis
hotel
Aug.
St
Tony Hungaro end JohnRoybal will
New York. Aug. 3. Prime mercan searched the ship, their suspicions wood on other occasions and I intend Angeles
him leave tomorrow for a fishing efl rampand
called
with
remained
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He
ed : territory and western mediums,
his
within
hang-napartments.
to take earlyi opportunity to give him constantly
tile paper 4
per cent Mexican dl having been aroused by a rope
Mora.
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ing trip to the ooiurtry above
is survived by a widow and a brother. until death ensued.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 191 1.
her day was going. A thousand fears
for her were driving him to distraction.
Coast approached the bungalow from
the north the direction opposite the
end In which the wireless station was
Installed. As he rounded the corner,
with purpose to go directly to Black-stoche passed out of observation
from the
and simultaneously caught sight of Katherlne
winthrough one of the living-roo-

F

No Matis

Land

k,

farm-hous-

ROMANCE
By Louii Joseph Vance

nutritions
(Otgrricbl,

WW,

Ij

e

dows.
Moving

Ray Walters

bj Lvail jowpb VuuO

SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I. Garrett Coaat,
young
vualneu man of New Tork City, meets
namea Douglas Black-- acquaintance
took, who Invite, htm to a card
rlth aome friends. He nrivnfi the party
invl.
Hatlon. although he dislikes Blackstock,
the reason being that both are In love
"with Katherlne Thaxter. Coast attempts
to convince her that Blackatock Is not
"worthy of her friendship but does not
nicceed.

u

It

silently to the main entrance, he waited thcre where she
could not but see him when she turned
back Into the room.
From beyond her came the rumble
of ber husband's voice. He was speaking quickly and with force, but Coast
could not hear what he said.
The woman waited, moveless, until
his voice dropped. Then she said
quietly, In an ordinary tone: "Is that
all?" To which apparently he assented. She added: "Very well. I'll be
ready."
She shut the door and saw Coast
In an Instant her face was bloodless; only her gaze leapt to his eyes
like a leveled flame. Her bands
moved suddenly toward her bosom,
hesitated half-waand fell slowly,
fluttering. She sighed profoundly. .
. . Then abruptly, as she recognized
that he was frightened for her and In
another moment would hurry to her
side heedless of consequence, she resumed command of herself with an
astonishing effort of will; the small
hands tightened at her sides, she lifted her head, closed her Hps tight,
and stood momentarily at attention,
listening to some noise beyond the

CHAPTER
At the party with Black-tocCoast meets two friends named
Van
and
pundas
Tyne. The play runs
nigh, there Is a quarrel, weapons are
drawn and Blackatock shoots Van Tyne
slearl. He then makes a movement as if
to commit suicide. Coast struggles to
Wrest the weapon from him, and thus
the police discover them. Blackstock and
Dundas accuse Coast pf killing Van Tyne
and he la arrested for murder.
CHAPTER m. Coast la convicted. Just
8 he begins his sentence, however. Dun-da- s
cotift'saes to his perjury, names Black- real murderer and then kills
Stock as the
Coast becomes free, but Black-euohas married Katherlne Thaxter and door.
lied.
k.

rk

CHAPTER
a
the Echo. His purchases
mind Is
7acht named
over the marriage of the woman
rV.-C- oast

loves.

CHAPTER
sailing his yacht.
'Coast sees a man forced over the rail of
boat at a distance. Coast rescues him
nd finds the refugee to be a fellow
named Appleyard, who pretends he was
stowaway on the boat and was thrown
overboard.
hlle

'

CHAPTER VX
Appleyard Induces
Coast to let him run his craft, and they
rrive at a lonely Island, which Appleyard
tells Coast Is an unhablted spot known
laa No Man's Land. Next morning Cout
finds his helper and the tender of tbo
yacht missing.
CHAPTER VII. The tender Is afterward found on the shore by Coast and
'ho starts out to explore the desolate
island. He comes upon some dosertfd
man dead. He
(buildings, and discover
'baa been executed wit), a bowstring.
CHAPTER VTII. Continuing his InvesIn No Man's Land. Coast distigations
covers a house and upon approaching It
a
woman
whom he
as
lees
.bis missing love, Katherlne recognizes
Thaxter.
i

CHAPTER IX.-T- he
wife of Blaokatook
explains that her
under the
.name of Black, hashusband,
bought the Island.
He Is blind, but an expert
wireless opera-to- r,
and has established a station there.
Coast Informs her that her husband was
'the real murderer of Van Tyne.
CHAPTER X. Wandering about, Coast
from his hiding sees Blackstock
and
isome Chinamen burying a man. They
discover Coast and fir at him. He U
'rescued by Appleyard.
CHAPTER XI.
gets Coast to
... efce Kcho in safetvAppleyard
and there he reveals
ttimfm

t9
Xir. Coast IS BHxiOU
fathom the mysteries of No Man's Land,
and is determined to save Katherlne from
her murderer husband. Appleyard
Black and his gang make, a
' tthleld that
of the wireless station to conduct
smuggling' business.
cmAPTHJR

f. CHAPTER

to

penetrates

Xni.-Co- s.st

e
the lair of Blackstock's disguise. Kath-iinenters the room and presses a note

into

Coast's band.
'
CHAPTER XIV. The message tells
Coast that neither his life or her own are
afe, but Coast resolves to protect her.
ast
CHAPTER
feels that Blackatock suspects him. Next morning he
can find no trace of Appleyard or the
!Bcho.
'

XV.-Co-

(Continued from Yesturday.)
CHAPTER XVI.
Taking a roundabout

course east-

ward, whicb practically completed the
circuit of the island, Coast tramped
back to a lonely breakfast in the
Karmhouse.

During the remainder of the morning he saw nothing more of Katherine.
Svithout giving the matter really
e
thought he had assumed that
Blackstock 'would send for him when
jhe was wanted. Nothing of the sort
(happened, although he could not
doubt that Blackstock was up and
both coolabout; about
ies went to the bungalow to set It to
rights, and intermittently throughout
the slow dull hours he heard the drum
of the wireless spark, its whip-lasCrackling from a distance resembling
smart fusillade of pistol shots.
The sound filled him with apprehensions. It was quite possible that Black-stoc- k
would think to settle any doubts
he might entertain about the identity
f his new aide by auestionine Voor
ihls via wireless. In such event the
(tissue of falsehood upon which he had
'bolstered up his position on the is- lland would almost certainly be
And then . , .?
But however disturbing it might be
tto contemplate, the possibility of such
M contretemps was not a stranger to
iCoast'B calculations; he was prepared
!to face it. Should the wind veer in
ithat quarter, he would simply have
itn flsrhL
He would
Only
ihave elven much to know positively.
Some time after noon one of the
icoolies found him strolling aimlessly
to
lalong the beach and called him
luncheon.
Late in the afternoon he found him- elf dawdling in the neighborhood
of the bungalow, drawn thither Irre
sistibly, the dictates of prudence and
Idlscretion to the contrary of no avail
to hold him back. The suspense baa
"become rather more than flesh could
endure. He felt that he would presently do something desperate if he did
Hot warn how it was witn her. dor
defl-mlt-

g

h

...

she left him, striving to collect and
train his faculties against' this
turn of events. Thoroughly
mystified, disturbed and depressed, he
drifted into a deep and sombre reverie
which might well have endured beyond his knowledge had not the stationary motor chosen an early moment
to choke up with a series ef guttural
snorts and stop dead. The unlooked-fo- r
suspension of Its contented working song left a distinctly audible void
in the stillness, In which the key of
the droning dynamo ran down the
scale to a sour whine ere it ceased alRoused
together.
by this. Coast
pulled himself together and hurried
round the building, listening with
shameless elation to the storm of anger which followed Blackstock's recognition of the mishap.
A chair scraped roughly on the floor
and fell with a crash; something else
was thrown violently down; Black-stoc- k
got his breath deliberately and
the doors and windows of the operating room became jammed with blasphemy. Discreetly Coast paused and
waited until the man's tongue began
to falter, until the oaths escaped from
him a trickle rather than a deluge,
until he stopped short, his system
wrung dry of profanity. Then Coast

said Coast disgustedly,

turning the

unanticipated

advanced'.
He found Blackstock striding to and
fro and mumbling a cigar, the scowl

that darkened his countenance

sug-
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heel and
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Thurst It Up Smartly.
conversation of deliberate Intent, by
now fully convinced that BlackBtock
had been talking to kill time or else
to make it, for some occult purpose.
"You've about ruined this machine,
as far as I can judge. The lubricating
tank's dry as a bone, the bearings so
hot I can't bear my hand on them, and
the chances are the connecting-robabbitt has burned out, I can't tell
how bad it is without taking the
motor down,, and that's an expert's
job. Where's your cylinder oil? A
good dose of that will ease matters a
bit until I can investigate without
blistering my hands."
"Over there that large can in the
,
corner," Blackstock indicated.
To reach it Coast had to pass between the man and the door; as he
did so, temporarily off his guard,
Blackstock stepped suddenly to his
side. Grasping Coast's right wrist
with his left hand, he thrust it up
smartly. Interposing his shoulder to
prevent It from coming down as he
released it and simultaneously passed
his own right arm across Coast's
chest, seizing and pinioning his left
Having him thus helpless in one of
u
the simplest of
holds, Black-stocthrust his left hand Into Coast's
pocket, withdrew the automatic pistol and let him go with a shove that
sent him reeling and staggering back
against the wall.
"I've been wanting this toy ever
since you mentioned it last night," he
said calmly, balancing the weapon in
his palm. "It's one of my rules that
no arms shall be carried on this island, and fearing you might refuse
Jlu-Juts-

..."

Gilt Edge, Bench made, Tan lace Blucher
without hooks will positively turn
"
water, extension sole
','
Gunmetal Blucher, Bow Wow toe, mili.;.
tary heel
Velour Button with Pennant toe, military
heel, very popular
Newest models in Patent, Calf, Gunmetal

Patent Button on Trophy last with new
raised" toe, military heel, extension

gesting a state of perturbation and
anxiety no less acute than Coast's.
Even without Katherlne's warning,
and ignoring his pettish rage over the
balky motor, Coast would have been
quick to guess that something had
happened seriously to complicate the
man's schemes.
He flew every sign
The silent moment ended In the peculiar to one who to the physical
dissicrashing of the wireless. At the re unhappiness following a night of
port, as If released from a spell, the pation has had added grave reason for
woman moved quickly over to the mental disquiet.
As the younger man drew near
door. Her hand closed Imperatively
Blackstock stopped short, facing the
round Coast's forearm.
From colorless lips her voice came door with a, lowering look.
"Who's that?" he demanded sharplow but clear.
"Listen, Garrett don't Interrupt. . ly, with a nervous gesture plucking
. Something has happened; we are the unlighted cigar from between his
to leave the Island tonight! . . . teeth. "You, HandysideT"
Coast entered. "Mrs. Black said you
Hush don't speak; his hearing la
to see ne, . . ."
abnormally sharp; when he stops wishedwould
"I
to God I could!" Black-stoc- k
He has just told me.
sending.
cried wrathfully, dashing the
A boat will come for us. He didn't
He lifted his
say when after dinner, sometime, I cigar upon the floor.
clenched hands and shook them above
gathered. He has Just told me to his
head, while his features twitched.
pack up a few necessaries. . .' ."
The noise of the wireless ceased, Abruptly he dropped them. "Here,"
and she stopped speaking In the same he said curtly, "what d'you know
breath. Immediately, In the hush, about stationary motors? Everything,
I suppose?"
they beard the his of the switch
"Not quite," returned Coast pacifthrown out to divert the current from
ically.
detecto
the
the sending apparatus
"Then what the devil are you doing me"
tor,
Coast waited to hear no more. Dumb
here?"
"He's fishing for the answer, now,"
with
rage to be so tricked and bama
be
wireless
op"I'm supposed to
Coast ventured in a guarded tone.
to have his teeth drawn in
boozled!
"
"Hush!" she told him sharply, whis- erator
such a manner, by a blind man, almost
eh?"
"Oh,
y'are,
pering. "Wait!
a struggle! he stooped,
"Not a skilled mechanic," Coast con- without
She inclined her head, sedulously on
a heavy monkey-wrencup
picked
a
little
know
I
tinued
evenly. "Still,
guard, and for a while seemed to bold
himself
at Blackstock.
and
threw
about motors. Anything I
her breath. The band upon his arm something
Before he had covered half the
can do?"
"You can take a look at that damned scant distance between them, however,
ift.ii "inMmmKmatmmmmimaa
he was caught up suddenly from be)
you don't mind. It fainted hind. Jerked
engine. If now.
back and held, truKallnsr.
dead Juat
It Hasn't nan any at- JUoklnsT, helpless
as a child la tt
tention since Power quit and left the arm of
Chang.
In the lurch, hang hlml I don't know
As If he were wholly pnawar pf
whether it's oil or gas or water it
what was taking plaoe, Blackstoc&'s
needs. Perhaps you do,"
voice rumbled on; ", .
adopted
"I'll see," said Coast.
With an Impatient grunt Blackstock this means of making my wishes
resumed his walk, guiding himself in known. I trust you won't resent it
and out amongst the furniture and ma when you wake up to the reasonable-- ,
chinery cluttering the room with his ness of my attitude. You weren't hurt
of that I'm sure beyond your feelhabitual but still extraordinary ease.
The sound of Blackstock's foot-Bte- ings, perhaps. And," he added, suave
ceased behind, him, while he was ly sardonic, "I beg to apologize for the
bending over the machine, and he lndlanily. Mr. Handyside."
was conscious of the uneasy sensation
of being watched which, of course,
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
was absurd, the man's affliction
brought to mind.
"Well . . ?"
The Yellowstone Wonders.
Dr. Arnold Hague shows that there
"Haven't located it yet," said Coast,
though this was not strictly true; he Is a strong contrast between the geocould already hazard a shrewd guess, logical conditions connected with the
with the confession of neglect to guide geysers of Iceland and those of the
Yellowstone park, declares a writer in
Coast Approached the Bungalow From him.
"Mmmm. . . . Look here, what the Youth's Companion. Volcanic erup
the North.
suppose became of the Corsair?" tions may be said, geologically, to be
wa trembling violently; he put his d'you
"One guess is as good as another, still going on in Iceland, while in Yelown palm over it with a strong and isn't it?"
lowstone such action ceased many
reassuring pressure.
thousands of years ago. The Yellow"What d'you mean by that?"
murmured.
dear!"
he
"Steady,
stone phenomena as seen today repre"That I don't know."
.
"Don't be afraid.
. ."
"You'd think Finn 'ud 've managed sent a phase in the evolution of therShe shook her head with a futile ef- to get her off
by this time eh? mal springs. The tendency of a geyfort to smile bravely. "Only be quiet Wouldn't
Blackstock
you?"
grumbled. ser Is to develop a hot surface pool,
. . ." she begged.
"Without outside help, I'd Judge it after which explosive action may
A minute passed, and another, and a
cease and the geyser, as such, become
pretty tough job."
yet another, the pause filled with the
extinct. But this is a very slow probut with help
"Well,
dull drone of the dynamo and the
"Not so easy to get, under the cir- cess. Dr. Hague rejects the idea that
steady humming of the gasoline motor. cumstances. That wind was enough the cessation of activity in a geyser
Then again the spark began to talk
to clear the Sound of
traffic, Indicates the dissipation of the origi!
and and even today, up to ordinary
some time after nal source of heat, and ascribes It
and once more it was safe to speak.
noon at least, there'd be a fairly rug- simply to a shifting of the channel of
"He warned me strictly to say noth- ged sea running to keep smaller craft the ascending waters.
ing of this either to you or to the at home."
servants, but told me to go and call
"Oh, you think so, eh?" commented
First to Graduate.
both you and Chang that he wanted Blackstock with an accent of irony
Miss Marjorie Patterson of Frankyou at once."
that made Coast straighten up and lin, Mass., was the first woman to. re"No explanation 1"
look over his shoulder. But the man ceive the A. B.
at Jackson col"None; he seemed to think it super- was aot even facing him, and he lege. This is thedegree
woman's department
fluous with me."
could gather little from his expression. of Tufts
college, which was until last
Coast's fears conjured up a miscar- "That's all very well," he continued,
a coeducational Institution. She
year
of
riage
Appleyard's plans. Somehow, "but it happens I advised Voorhls of stands a chance of
being the only
perhaps, the little man had failed to their fix last night, and he sent a tug
for the next three years, as
regain Quick's Hole In time to prevent down from Vineyard Haven this morn- graduate
year there were only freshmen,
the escape of either the Corsair or ing. The tug reports no sign of the this
taken the first years of
her crew. In such case the latter Corsair. Now what d'you know about and she had work
at West Virginia
her college
wouM seek the quickest mode of com- that?"
munication with No Man's Land.
"It's not easy to explain," said Coast university.
But speculation was Just then out- in perhaps too placid a tone. It was
side Coast's concerns. His first, his difficult to subtract from his voice the
whole only duty was to Katherlne.
exultation he felt. So Appleyard had
"Don't worry," he begged her in a been successful, after all! That was
Children Who Are Sickly
hurried whisper; "we'll find some' way a moiety of news to cheer his heart
Mothers who value their own comout. Appleyard won't fall us and If wonderfully. He ventured an obvious fort
and the welfare of their children,
he should I'll manage to steal that and irritatlngly stupid observation:
never be without a box of
should
and
boat
get you off. Either that way
"Then they must have
off some- Mother
or another. . . . Now go, while I how, during the night." got
Gray's Sweet Powders for
for use throughut the seasee what he wants of me. I'll say
Children,
"Looks that way, doesn't It even
met you on the way. Go quickly
son. They Dreak up colds,
relieve
to a blind man? But then ?"
we've delayed long enough . . .
teethinar
some
constipation,
accident
to
ma- teverishness,
"Perhaps
the
heart of my heart!"
"
disorders, headache and stomach trouThis last was in an undertone as chinery
"Finn never permits an accident to bles. Used by mothers for 22 years
the woman, taking fright because of a
'
machinery under his care."
THESE POWDERS, NEVER FAIL.
brusque cessation of the wireless
"You never can tell "
Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Don't ac
racket, disengaged her hand, and with
"Finn can," Blackstock snapped dethe briefest glance by way of adieu, cidedly.
cept any substitute. Sample mailed
hurried toward the farm house.
"You ought to have him here, then." FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted.
Alone, he HnEered for a little where
Le Roy. N. Y.
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HIS WAS

A

NATURAL

ERROR

Suspect Thought the Enlargement of
Finger Print Was Impression of
His Corduroy Pants.
Mayor Gaynor was talking to a New
y
York reporter about the famous
case wherein a criminal had
n
been convicted by means of the
system of finger prints alone..
"It reminds me," said the mayoi ''of
a story about a parson. This parson
had a fine orchard, and one summer,
just when the Bertlllon system first
came out, the orchard was robbed. The
only clue left was the robber's finger
print on an over-rip- e
peach. The parson had a photographic enlargement
of the linger print made.. Then, with
thia enlargement under his arm, he accosted in the main Btreet the man
whom he suspected of the theft.
" 'Pete," he said, 'somebody robbed
my orchard last night."
"Pete took hi3 pipe from his mouth.
He gulped nervously. 'Is that so, sir?"
he said.
,
" Tes, Pete, that's bo,' said the
par
son; 'but the thief left his mark be.
hind, and I shall easily trace him. Do
you see this, Pete?' And the preacher
held before the man's eyes the hugs
enlargement of the finger print
Pete, beholding the photograph,
made a gesture of despair. 'I see there
hain't no use denyin' wot I done,' he
said. Te got the bulge on me, parson. I pinched yer fruit, and no mistake. But I certainly would like to
know, though, where ye got that there
Impression of my corduroy pants!'"

Mach i n ery Headquarters.

rob-ber-

Ber-tlllo-

Grain Binders,
flowing Machines,

Deere Plows,

Farm Wagons,
Spring Wagons,

Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,

Buggies,

Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,
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E-M-
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neesee, and has lived many yean In
from Cleveland? And then, Just to
OHIO S0L0N3 IN REUNION
our region. I need hardly remark
bring things to a crisis, Detroit JourCedar Point, O., Aug. 3. Present
that W. IL Andrews, the territorial
neys to Philadelphia and gets neady
acd past members of the Ohio general
delegate In congress, Is an active can
trimmed three games on end, enough
assembly, together with many politididate for senator. He learned noilput first place la reach of Connie
cians from over the state, rounded
OF to
tics in Pennsylvania, ahd learned
':
Mack's tribe if they could take anothup here today for their eleventh anlot more in the boundless west He
er. But they couldnt as the Tiger?,
nual reunion. While pleasure and enwas not long in New Mexico before
with a grand brace, came from behlnl
tertainment are supposed to occupy
he became both active and prominent
L
and collected the next game In ten
the legislators and other visitors dur-lr- g
in the republican organlzatUj. Wltb
,
s
their ouUng it is expected they
such an array of good citizens, includ
A War for Third Place
will find time for considerable discusHAS NO POLITICAL AMBI ing both lawyers and business men, FIVE CLUBS ARE
CONTENDERS
A merry war is forward among Chi- ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO TODAY sion of
UNITED STATES SENDS SPECIAL.
some of them very well off, there Is
TION8 WITH THE ADVENT OF
political affairs and it is
FOR FLAG IN MAJOR' BASE-- .
cago, Boston and New York for ihirj
ELISHA G. OTIS WAS BORN
New
no
Mexico
about
doubt
that developments of no little
REPRESENTATIVES TO NEW
tending
8TATEHOOD
BALL LEAGUE
place, with the White Sox holding the
the right sort of senators, and the
AT HALIFAX, VT.
Importance may result from the gathYORK TO MEET HIM
Iiosition by a game and half from the
contest wifl be wholly in th-- : legiila
Much Interest centers in the
ering.
Charles A. Splesa, of this city, who
ture, after It Is elected and not by
After seven days of desperate bat Kcd Hose and the Highlanders, who
reunion banquet to be held tomorrow
Boston, Aug. 3.- - One hundred years
has been one of the stalwart repub any primary designation, as has been
Chandler
Washington. Aug. 3.
the five leading clubs In the tight are a theoretical point apart in their ago
and at which the speakers are
night
ting
lican leaders In New Mexico for
there was born in the litHale, third assistant secretary of
suggested, or as has been the fashion est race the National kgue has aeon struggle to get Into the upper berth. tle today
town of Halifax, Vt., a man whose to include Governor Harmon, United state, and Captain Potts and Lieuten
years, and who has been honored of late in other states,
ia years wound up the last week of Duffy's athletes are playing more con- irventive
States Senator Pomerene, Lieutenant ant Cook
umes too numerous to mention by
of the navy have gone to
genius led the way for the
sistent ball than their rivals, the Y anAnd who will be the first elected
same
in
the
Governor Nichols and other public New York to receive Admiral
July
began
position
they
the voters of the territory, has made governor of the new commonwealth?"
erection
of
the
Togo.
build
skyscrapping
'men of prominence.
it, except that Pittsburg had supplant- kees being peculiarly liable to flashes ings that now
the celebrated Japanese naval compublic announcement of the fact was asked of Col. Spiess.
Amer
of
distinguish
kinds.
both
every
,
ed St Louis In fourth place. The
that he has no political ambitions
mander, who is a passenger on the
In the series now on the Athletics ican city, and incidentally added mil"There are several possible candi Cubs, after
to
two
YACHT CLUB CRUISE
dropping
games
Lusltanla which is due to reach port
with the advent of statehood.
lions
of
Mr. datesmark that I say jKssible-fo- r
dollars
to
the
value
real
of
the previously easy Phillies, won a by evening from St, Louis yesterday, ostate.
New York, Aug. 3. Glen Cove's pic- at a late hour tonight or early tomor
Spiess makes this known in the
I am not sure that all who have
their
rivals.
The. lowly
course of an interesting Interview In been suggested or talked about with fine contest Monday, shoving Phila passed
The man was ElUsh G. Otis. His in- turesque harbor was the rendezvous row morning. Secretary Hale and the
Browns are at Shibe Park, while Dethe Washington Post, he now being favor will go Into a convention and delphia into third pace, below the troit lost to
today for a fleet of the finest and fast two naval officers have been detailed
the Red Sox on their vention was the elevator, undoubted est
in the national capital to assist In make a contest for nomination. Here Giants, who were engaged at the same
sailing and steam yachts in the as aides to the Japanese admiral and
one
of the most Important
and
home lot. Only the undoubted ele- ly
United States, assembled to take part will accompany blm wherever he
the attainment of statehood at this in Washington you know Governor time in whipping the aCrdinals in the
useful
Inventions
of
the nineteenth
ment of luck can prevent the Athle-tl-s
session of congress. The interview Curry was appointed chief executive lust game of a series that the New
century. Without the facilities offer- in the annual cruise of the New York goes' during his brier stay in the
from
most
of
the
taking
games,
Yorkers
almost
took
follows:
straight.
of the territory, and there has been
ed by the elevator for reaching any Yacht club to Newport. The commo- United States.
The stumbling block in the way of perhaps all of them, from St. Louis,
Isew Mexico promises much when a natural impression that he may ask
According to present plans Admiral
desired
the tall buildings of dore will order the squadron under
will come to Washington ImTogo
statehood is granted, but. already the election. He came to us originally Rresnahan'a help had three prominent while Detroit will have to go the lim- today, it height
tomorrow
way
for
the
early
morning
is hardly necessary to state,
it to get a better than even break
corners
has
to
and
sent
Wiltse, Marquard
first run of the cruise from Glen Cove mediately upon his arrival In the
territory
Washington a re- from Louisiana, and was one of the
would be wholly impractical.
markable politician, one who does not Roosevelt Rough Riders in that little
who won most of the games in Iieantown. according to recent form.
to
Marris Cove, where the night will country to pay his respects to PresiOtis began life as a farmer, but his
He will remain in the
expect or want office once the New scrap we had with Spain. Then there in the last two series between the The White Sox will engage with their Inventive
be spent. There also will be the cus- dent Taft.
genius led him to turn his
ancient Jinks, Washington,
while
Mexico star goes on the flag. Every is
four
clubs.
was
capital
Wiltse
days
during which tim
effective,
peculiarly
tomary
stop at New Lon
Captain David J. Leahy, who came
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scribers rich. When the postofflce
department Issued a fraud 'order he
disappeared, leaving the "come-ons- "
disconsolate.
Both Lewis and Richardson were
men nimble-mindeand full of ideas,
but thy overreached. Mere publishing
of information was too slow for them.
Lewis was successful, but his visions
grew bigger with success, and he
most have found thousands of readers of. his publication who forgot that
he was a publisher, and who regarded
him as a Moses to lead them out of
poverty and financial mediocrity.
They branched out from being mere
subscribers to his publications, and
began subscribing to his various land
Bchemes, and building schemes. The
government called a halt, Lewis says
that the postofflce department has
caused his patrons to lose their
money. The fraud order "was issued
because the officials thought the sub- scribers would be swindled. ',
It seems to be overreaching all
around.
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firearms were used showed an increase so tremendous that the authorities throughout the country realized the necessity of putting a stop to
the practice of carrying guns. Efforts
to regulate and control the sale of
fire arms by law were made In several states, but owing to the difficulty of framing these laws so that
they would stand the test of constitutionality, the reaulta were not parIn this city
ticularly satisfactory.
the police athoritea, in their endeavor
to put a stop to the carrying of concealed weapons, made a number of
raids in different parts ot the city
and the number of guns and stilettos
confiscated "at a single raid In the
Italian quarter of Manhattan was
simply appalling. Since the last raid,
which was a few months ago, the inhabitants of Little Italy must hava
found means to replenish their stock
of firearms, for scarcely a day passes
that does not bring the report of one
or more shooting affrays in the Italian quarter of the city.
It may have been the extremely hot
weather, or some other cause that
had, a tendency to bring the murderindividuous instincts of
als to the snapping point, Whatever
the cause may have been, it brought
about a perfect epidemic of crimes of
a similar nature. Apparently without
sufficient provocation men in different parts of the country began to
"shoot up" things around them. Within one week there were three cases
of a similar nature in this country,
that of the Syrian In Massachusetts,
of the Hindu in Chicago and of an
American in this city.
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and then started on a stillhunt for the
miscreant who had robbed him ot
half his wealth of hair.
The detectives are puzzled by the
grewsome fact that during the past
week or so several
human arms,
legs and other parts of human bodies
have been washed ashore in and
around New York by the waters of
the Hadson and the Sound. The
fragments belonged evidently to different bodies and were apparently
not amputated by scientific methods.
The police authorities are unable to
decide whether these human fragments are to be considered as evidence of some crime or crimes or
whether they have to deal with the
gruesome "joke" of some medical
students.
The Goddess of Liberty which occuso- - prominent a poslton in New
York's harbor, needs a new dress.
Not that her present dress has grown
out of fashion the rules of mundane
fashions do not apply to the garments
of goddesses but It has become
threadbare in many places and needs
Salt water and sea air
patches.
combined seem to have had a corrosive effect upon the bronze of
which the statue is made, and in
many places holes have been eaten
through the plates. The war department, in whose charge the statue is,
has been, notified of the condition ot
the statue and has charged an engineer with the task of making a careful examination and reporting some
plan for mending the statue and for
preventing its gradual destruction by
the corrosive influences of sea air
and salt water.
pies
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New York, Aug. 3. During recent ed. He had his tintype taken
to
years the number of crimes In which preserve a record of his ' condition

peace treaty may be either an
expression of the general sentiment
in favor of deciding all issues that can
be so decided by arbitration instead
of diplomacy backed by arms, or it
may be a means of effecting a new
grouping of the powers, and, therefore
are guaranteed the a very ready source of conflict with
Advertisers
largest dally and weekly circulation powers not included in the pact. The
of any newspaper in Northeastern treaty just signed with Great .Britain
lew Mexico.
and with Prance are of the former
kind; they do not constitute an al
THURSDAY. AUGUST 3, 1911.
liance for offensive or defensive purposes, but are simple agreements be
THE PUBLISHER WHO tween the "high contracting parties''
OVERREACHED HIMSELF to submit all minor differences to
The Hague tribunal, unless the text
of the treaties has been materially
Newspapers throughout the country changed from the wording made
are much interested in the affairs of public a few weeks ago.' The real
E. G. Lewis of St. Louis, president of
significance of the action is not that
the Lewis Publishing company. For it- - makes any considerable difference
the second time In his career Mr. to the relations between the powers
Lews has run afoul of the postal concerned, but that it is, within ob
authorities, who have criticized his vious limits, a "triple alliance" to
Human ambition Is a queer thing
methods, and who have called a halt which all the nations are eligible as and apt to run in the most peculiar
on his use o( the malls. Owing to the new
There are Individuals
contracting parties. In the eyes directions.
amplitude of his enterprises a great of the Idealist it is the first practical possessed of the ambition to become
many persons are concerned.
step towards a general inclusive arbi- millionaires, while others want to
Many comments on the case are to tration treaty between all the nations become president of the United
the effect that It was high time that ot the world, which is to be a pre- States, senator, governor, mayor or
somebody cracked down on Lewis; lude to disarmament and "paradise re coroner; still others are consumed by
the other extreme of comment Is di- gained."
the ambition to become great singers,
rected against the postal department,
But from the model treaty of to musicians, artists, poets or novelists.
with the lesson that it is not just day, even if it were subscribed by In many cases these ambitions are
that the head of any governmental all the nations, it is a long step to an rather absurd, because the individudepartment should be permitted to open treaty that would include the als concerned lack the proper qualiput anybody out of business without peaceful settlement of all contingen fications, but after all, such ambitions
a trial of the merits of the case.
cies. It was in no cynical spirit that may he classed among the normal
Lewis himself at first laid his Mr. Roosevelt recently explained the and reasonable ambitions. The craw
durability of the agreement with ing of gome, usually youthful indi
Ills latest Great Britain, on the ground that "It viduals, to kill Indians, to become a
government authorities.
charge is that rival publishers plot is now safe to have a universal arbi famous bandit or to blow up some man
ted his downfall.
tratlon treaty, because experience of of political or financial prominence
His career has be,es most interest- ninety-siyears has shown' that the can be accounted for In some measing and chiefly because of the big- two nations can be trusted not to do ure by the impressionable nature of
ness of his scope ot operation.
any one of the offenses wnicn the youthful mind and the suggestive
As a publisher his operations have ought to preclude any self respecting power of dime novel literature.
been vast, but they have been only nation from appealing to arbitration."
It is more difficult to explain, how
part of his operations. Running a mere The same reason will apply still more ever, why the head of a big business
newspaper ia not enough trouble for strongly to the agreement with conceiu aud a millionaire in the bar
'
a man who "sees big." Lewis be- France.
gain, should be obsessed by the
lieved in big things. Prom the daily
Yet In the diplomatic world of Eu
to' beat the base drum in a
newspaper, he entered also the mag- rope the idea of any agreement be street band. That seems absurd, yet
azine field, and from that into the tween nations that Is not exclusive this very same thing was the all- field of business promotion in gen- and directed to some extent against consuming ambition of Simon E.
eral.
some
power or pow- Bernheimer, the millionaire brewer,
University City at St Louis, of ers,' is so new that the treaties signed who died here the other day, at the
which he is mayor, he exploited as a yesterday might conceivably have very moment when he had finally
great investment for the women read- other effects than they art intended reached the goal of his ambition. He
ers ot bis publications. All ot these to have.
It cannot, for'' instance, had become a Mason and had worked
projects in which he sold stock to make Germany feel any less Isolated hard to realize his fond ambition and
thousands of women were supposed in the diplomatic situation caused by when the happy moment came, for
to return enormous profits to the the Moroccan question, to see her which he had longed, he fell dead
purchasers.
two principal opponents," for what with the drumstick In his hand. At
A whole lot ot the women purchas- ever purpose, joining hands with the all events he must have died happy.
ers in the Lewis schemes believed United States.
Under the circumthat his financeerlng was promoted stances it would have been particu
When the present subway system
for their benefit. Even Mrs. Belva larly desirable that Germany, which of New York was completed a few
Lockwood, president of the Washing- was asked to Join the party, but ap- years ago, it was .found inadequate
ton chapter ot the American Women's parently declined, should have been for the needs of the population at
league, stated before a postofflce one of the first signatures to Mr. that time. Since then the population
hearing that Lewis is the greatest Taft's model treaty. This would has increased at a tremendous rate
and traffic conditions became steadi
champion of women since Jqhn have given a far greater International significance to the event than seal- ly worse. A general extension of the
Bright
Be this as it may, the postofflce de- ing our friendship with two 'powers subway system throughout Manhat
tan and Brooklyn was decided upon
partment decided that this champion- already so closely united.
But "God and our sword" is still as the only method of relieving the
ship of women, wherein thousands of
women were to put their savings into the kaiser's watchword.-.-..- .
dally traffic congestion, but it took
the Lewis schemes, was such as
r,
many months to settle the numerous
came under the fraud order powers
questions as to the routes, the meth
A DOUBTFUL
ods ot construction, the payment of
of the department
the .cost of construction, etc. At last
The postal authorltes have often
all the obstacles were removed and a
dealt with similar financial chamsettlement with the Interbordugh!
pions of the people of limited means,
feaptd Transit company reached, frltbi
kl'lje history' of publishing Is. full of
mere publishing
find
who
actual
work on, the new system wjfci
fjnjlishers
the groutfd
tob siovr
tIJBgtra
1 Many publishers contract the hfbtl
street
was broken' alrfSixty-seventof' "seeing big." There is the pcW-biitandLexingtorflVenue.
always for ft publisher to think
,that if various advertisers using his
Jornny Dugan, better Known on 4he
columns all, or most of them, do vast
East side as "Red Dugan," a noted
business, why can't the publisher who
character In that part of town, was
originally owns the space, multiply
made the victim of a cruel joke the
his profits by using most of his space
other day. As may be inferred from
for his own enterprises?
his nickname, Mr. Dugan iu, or rather
Richardson of bBoston, who once
was, the possessor of a fine crop
The other day.
published the Brown Book, was an
of fiery red hair.
example. This, like the Lewis
whlla he was taking an afternoon
was directed especially to
snooze on a truck standing In the
women who might have a few dollars
street somebody clipped the ruddy
n
t
each to invest in a sure thing.
of his head close to
locks on one-hal-f
Daughter
Father, you shouldn'l
machine
had a basket-makinthe other half un
the
leaving
scalp,
lhave
kicked George last night t know
f; which he advertised as an enormous
touched. When Dugan awoke from
broke
his
you
nearly
heart
f moneymaker. He ajar had other in- Father- I didn't come ,anrwhert
his slumber and found out what had
dentions which were'to,mai'fciasub. gear hta.fagftrtl
V '
been donai'to nim b.e "became infurlat-A

.

OF PARENTS

BECAUSE FAMILY WAS STARVING,
CHAMBERMAID AT TRINIDAD
TURNED THIEF

REWARD

that she broke
hearing on the
committed for
jail.

Army Promotions
The Army and

Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 3. An echo of
the coal miners' strike In the northern
coal fields, which has been stretching
over a period of more than seven
months was yesterday heard in Trinidad, when pretty Lizzie Ferguson, an
a
eighteen year old girl, employed as
Elmo
St.
at
hotel,
the
chambermaid
was lodged in the matrons' quarters
of the city jail, charged with the larceny of a pocket book containing about
fri6 in money, belonging to Ruth and
Helen Douglas who are employed at
the Hazeldine hotel. Weeping, shak
ing with sobs', Lizzie Ferguson, the
mere slip of a girl, told a reporter
her love for a mother and little broth- Colo.,
s and sister in Louisville,
piompted her to take the pocketbook
which she found laying on a trunk,
and which after taking, she made un
her mind to put back.
"The strike has been on in the
northern coal fields tor months and
months," sobbed the girl. "My father
has been out of work and the union
has been paying the miners but $2 a
week during the strike. Mamma has
been writing me that she was so sick
and unable to purchase medicine and
that the children, my little sisters and
brothers, have been almost without
food. I make $4 a week at the St.
Elmo. I wanted 'to help mother and
the children and I took a chance. I
took the pocket book. I wanted to
send the money to my mother and
then I realized that I had done wrong
and I made up my mind to return the
pocket book. Oh, please don't write
me up please don't let my mother
know that I stole the money for her
it would kill her."
The entire morning she spent

$1,000

fronted with the goods
down and confessed.
The girl was given a
charge of larceny and
t6n days to the county

Navy Register, in

reiterating the necessity pf recogniz
ing our army, suggests that the army
itself is to blame for many of the defects in our military legislation. The

question of national defense has often
been obscured by the never-endin- g
effort to equalize promotions. If an
attempt Is made to secure a necessary increase of one of the arms, the
other arms oppose it or demand unnecessary increase for themselves.
The Army and Navy Register makes
therefore the Interesting suggestion
that, for purposes of promotion, all
officers be placed on a single list In
the order of their original entry Into
the service as commissioned officers.
When a vacancy occurs in any one
arm of the service in a grade above
that of second lieutenant, it would
be filled by the promotion of the
senior officer In the next lower
grade without reference to the arm
In which that officer might be serv
ing. The main advantage of this plan
would be that the order of promotion
would be unaffected by changes in
organization. The senior by length
of service, would always Tetaln his
seniority. The obvious objection Is
that some officers would have to go
from one arm of the service to an
other a cavalry captain, for example,
could not readily perform the practi
cal duties of a captain of f iejd artillery. To this objection It is answered that in most such cases officers could be detailed as regimental
on recruiting serquartermasters,
vice or in duties which would not
require undertaking; anything Impracticably new and unfamiliar. Even
granting that a certain number of
officers could not be so, (taken care of,

mree ,
it; is urged that bringing tne
,
and
removing
arms together,
fooliPh rivnlry, would precause
pare'' tnl way tor a real mobile army
and bring advantages that would far
ot
outweigh all disadvantages. Some an- our
of
,
officers
the most brilliant
new
a
in
distinction
won
have
my
for- arm after service in another. In
masses 01
where
large
eignarmies,
troops habitually maneuver together,
officers learn something 01 u
relation of the three arms irum
observation and experience.
With us, where troops are scatterea
in small units, and combined operations are almost impracticable, such
three
intelligent visiting between the
so
the
would,
service
branches of the
Regis-te- r
and
Navy
in
the
Army
writer
tactithinks, serve a very useful
cal purpose.

i

o--

Great Saving of Time.
The manager of one of the electric
part
light companies of the western
of the country has grer.tly facilitated
the business of making the monthly
readings of meters by having these
instruments
placed on the rear
Instead of in the
of
houses
porches
cellars. About half of the meters of
this company are now located In some
convenfent and protected place In the
rear of the house, where It is always
accessible without regard to the presence or absence of the inmates of the
house. The result is that the average
time formerly consumed by the inspector has been cut about in half.
The Kind.
"I have a new vacuum cleaning
proposition and I'm trying to find some
financial backing to put it on the market. What kind of a capitalist would
you suggest as best to approach?
"Why not try a sucker with the
dust?"
A Warning Heeded.
"I once heard your wife recite 'Curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight" said
the reminiscent friend..
"Yes," responded Mr. Meekton, with
a smile of confident approval. "And
I take notice that the curfew has gone
out of business."
,
,

cry-

ing, bowed down with shame and re-

FOR

SLAYER CAPTURE
THE 'HOLMES SUPPLY COMPANY
ANXIOUS TO CAPTURE MURDERER OF J. B. PHIPPS
Albuquerque, N. M... Aug. 3. A re
ward ot one thousand dollar a for info; mation which will lead to the arrest
and conviction of the party or parties
guilty of murdering J. B. Phipps. at
Suwanee, N. M., on the night of July
2j last, has been offered by the Holmes
Supply company, for which concern
Phipps worked as commissary agent
On that date Phipps was slugged
and terribly beaten about the head
some time between dark and daylight
and left for dead in the commissary
car in which the attack was made.
The injured man was brought to Albu
querque on the morning of July 27 and
died several hours later in the Santa
Fe hospital here, all efforts to save
his life proving futile.
A coroner's jury which investigated
the affair, returned a verdict last Wednesday to, the effect that Phipps came
tc his death at the hands of a person
or persons unknown. The Santa Fe
coast lines detectives worked on the
case for several days, but were not
successful in obtaining any tangible
clew. The murderers were wise enough
for their own protection1 to leave ev
erything in the commissary car just
ai it was when they entered. It is
presumed that the motive of the as
sailants was robbery, but seeing the
turn affairs took, and being obliged
to beat Phipps to avoid detection,
they
did not take anything away. The offer of a reward of a thousand dollars,
It is believed, will prove a
big Incentive to officers and detectives and other persons to run down any clews
they
may discover which may lead to the
arrest of Phlpp's assailants. The
for announcing the $1,000 reward Is given1 b'yM' W. H. Avery, man
ager "of the Holmes Supply company.
y'

morse. She came here a few weeks
ago from Walsenburg where two broth'
efs reside. Two sisters live at Brodhead. She maintains that she did not
think at the time that she was com
mlttlng a theft. All that she thought
oJ was the mother tossing on a sick
bed and her little brothers and sisters
crying for the food that was denied
them.
"When I set out of this trouble, T
will go to Walsentourff,"
said Lizzie
Ferguson.
The girl appears to be the victim of
circumstances. If her story Is true then
it was love for her own flesh and blood
that prompted her to commit the theft
She had no funds of her own. Four
dollars a week would hardly dress her,
The girl, after reading the last elttors from her mother, thought: "If I
could only help them out," and took
the chance.

The Modern

Wash-da- y

Time was when The Wash was a weekly
dinner a
nightmarer wash-da- y
The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
has
wash-boilall
the
Once
tliat.
is
changed
on the stove, it- Reaves you free to attend to
the dinner or any other work.
by-wor- d.

er

Jack McQuarrie, who secured the
evidence against the girl and who
found the pocketbook wrapped up In
a cloth In the girl's room, declares
there is nothing in the story told by
the girl, and that it was a plain case
of theft. The pocketbook which had
been left in a trunk, contained $8.40
In money and three rings, a locket
and a ruby stud. Helen Douglas had
left the purse In a handbag and the
bag In her trunk when she went out
Monday, and coming back noticed
that her trunk had been opened and
the purse taken. It was not until on- -

You dan move a New Perfection where.you please and
it in a ftopent It requires no attention after that
A single gallon ol oil lasts all three burners seven hours or
more. No coal or wood to carry ; no fire to feed ; no soot
nor ashes. J ft keeps a kitchen or laundry cool and .clean.
fight

It cooks to perfection, with the least trouble and
expense.

Ma

with

2 and S

I,
turquow blu.
W
HadjiMljr nailed

fcjs;i "jura jAp& i f. 1,1 ncsa

Oil Cook-stov-e

bvum,wlt

nled

caam

throughout. Tha
2- - aad
Move, can be had wh or
Who!" a cabinet top, which attad with
drop iherrai. towel racla, ate.
Dealera everywhere; or write for
circular to the nearett aracr

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

DRY GOODS,
SHOES,
CLOTHING,
NOTIONS?!?

h

y
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Rich-vardso-

g
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WEAK,"COlD SPELLS
Wilmington, N. C Mrs. Cora L.
Rltter, of this place, says: "I used to
have headaches, and blind dizzy spells,
and weak cold spells went all over me!
I had different doctors, but they were
unable to tell me what was wrong, so I
began to take Cardui. I am now all
right, in good health, and better than
I have been for 10 years." Cardui is a
remedy for women, which has been
helping sicr- women for nearly a lifeYou
can absolutely rely upon
time.
It. O.ther people have done the testing, and you should profit by' their exbenefited a milperience. Cardui has"
v
lion women. J Why not" you? Begin
' ' ' 1 ,;
j
taking Cardui today.
;
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PERSONALS

PADILLA INSISTS

i

TODAY'S MARKETS

TIME TO ARRANGE

ON WARMING

Mrs. Eaton went yesterday to Trin- adad for a visit with friends.
P. E. Kaler. a Santa Fe oflcial is
uere irum
neaaquarters la La
Junta.
,
.
Frank Springer and son, Ed Sprinton
ger, went- last night
on a
Int.
business trip, t
P. J. Moran of 'Albuquerque was
among th business Visitors in Las
Vegas today. "' " 1 '' " '
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe division master mechanic, Is here from his head
quarters in Raton visiting the local
shops.
Will Dillon has returned from a visit
to Denver and is working on the first
tuck in the Santa Fe yard offices.
Dr. W. T. Brown, director of
the
Velmora Industrial sanatorium, was
in the city today on a brief business
trip.
Mrs. Charles A. Spless and Mrs. J.
M. McKeever and son, B,uell McKea-ver- ,
of Chicago, returned yesterday
from a week's visit In Mora county.
O. O. Baisley of Albuquerque,
stop
ped ofT here yesterday while on his
vay from his home to Denver. Mr.
Baisley formerly resided in Las Ve

Phone Main 3

BASE BALL

gas.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry

YESTERDAY'S GAMES
National League
(rain.)
New York, 8; Pittsburg, 4.
Brooklyn, 0; Chicago, 1.
Boston, 5; St Louis, 2.- Philadelphia-Cincinnat- i,

Amerlcan League
Detroit, 3; Boston, 7. (First game.)
Detroit, 2; Boston 8. (Second game.)
Chicago, 1 ; Washington 3. (First
game.)
Chicago, 4; Washington 2. (Second
game.)
St. Louis, 0; Philadelphia 3.
Cleveland, 10; New York, 0.

MAROONS'
WILLING, TO ACCEPT
ONE
WITH
THIS
CHALLENGE
ELIMINATED
PROVISO
According to the Albuquerque Morn
ing Journal the ire of Manager Dan
Podilla of the Grays has been aroused
by a perusal of the challenge issued
his team by the Maroons, which appeared In that paper yesterday morn
ine upiic
ing. Both the journai-jinhave been unstinted in the amount of
a

space awarded Manager Padilla and
the Ixis Vegas Baseball association,
resie'tively. Both have done plenty
C talking at long range. It now begins to apepar that their conversation
is about to result in four contests on
the diamond which may slightly resemble base ball games. The resemblance may be marred somewhat by
the fact the contests are likely to be
on the oriler of runaways for the Maroons.

The journal's story is as follows:

Coors'have re

turned from a sojourn at El Porvenir.
They will shortly return to their home
at Clovis, where Mr. Coors has a good
low practice.
Howard Simpkins, Louis Monsdmer
and Louis Shupp will leave tomorrow
morning for the Santa Barbara river
where they will spend some time camp- Ins, and fishing.
J. E. Stevenson. E. V. Stevenson,
C. W. Greenshaw, E. J. Bergley and
E V. Bergley, who reside in Arkan
sas, ase here on & vacation trip. They
expect to visit the mountains and
trout springs.
Miguel A. Otero?

NEW YORKT STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug. 3. The market ful

THE BENCH

"TO-Ra-

CO.

territorial treasur

"You can rest assured,' said Manager Dan Padilla, yesterday to a Morning Journal representative, "that no

objections exist to having the Las Vegas Maroons visit Albuquerque for a
series of games with the Grays at Traction park. They are welcome to come,
either on the 26th and 27th, or on
the 19th and 20th, which ever suits
them best. They can also rest assured that they are not going to be granted any special inducements to come
here. They can come and play under
the same kind of conditions as the
other teams have played here, and
they can feel satisfied that they will be
treated fairly. We have never bad a
complaint from any visiting team that
has come here this year on the treat
ment they have received. We are civilized here, we are not cannibals and
we know how to treat people, but one
thing is certain, I am not going to allow them to dictate under what con
ditions my team will, play them.
"The Grays, can beat them and I
know, it, and if they are so afraid that
they will not get a square deal, I will
guarantee to pay the expenses of their
own umpire to Aiouquerque auu ic-turn, and it will not be charged against
the expense account, but will be paidreout of the amount the Grays will

ly held Its advantage throughout -- the
morning seaaieri; short covering doubtless being largely, responsible for the
improvement shown. Business, however, almost came to a standstill.
Board room gossip associated much
o yesterday's
selling with the operations of a western grain trader, to
gether with enforced liquidation by a
prominent local broker who Is report
ed to have Incurred heavy losses in
otton. Bonds were heavy,
especially
the tobacco issues with some recovery in
5s.
On the
"curb" further weakness was snown
by Standard Oil and American Tobacco, the former declining almost 10
points, with a four point loss in tobacco.
After a further decline in
Standard Oil to 25 points below yes
terday's closing stopped, the improvement in the market showed a rise of
half a point to
of a point. The
market closed weak, following a pe
riod of stagnation.
The list aeain
fell in the final hour to the lowest
prices of the present movement. Northern Pacific was down 2 points and Del
aware and Hudson 1
points, while
marked heaviness was shown by
Great Northern preferred, Union Pacific, St. Paul, Reading, Lehigh Valley,
Atchison, Norfolk and Western, Canadian Pacific and Wisconsin Central.
Last sales were:
Allis-Chalme-

Amalgamated-

-

Copper

American Beet Sugar
Atchison
Great Northern, pfd.-- .
New York Central
Northern Pacific
'Reading
Southern Pacific .
Union Pacific
United States Steel
X'nlted States Steel, pfd.

66
117

109k
131
107
126
155
119
185
77
117

FOR DISPLAY OF

All Sizes

PRODUCTS
i

Prices from 90 cents up

AGRICULTURAL
FALL

if San

EXHIBITION
WOULD
BE AN
CELLENT THING

THIS

y

'

--

..

.!wmom-

,

1

at

EX-

TAUPERT'S

Miguel county is to have an

Jeweler

agricultural expositon during this, the
most prosperous 'year the farmers
have enjoyed in several seasons, it is
about time to get busy with the preFrom cor
liminary arrangements.
respondence with a large number of
farmers the boosters of the move
ment for an exposition have learned
that the tillers of the soil will be
willing t6 lend every aid in their power toward making the fair a success.
Every farmer who has been con
sulted has announced bis willingness
to send samples of his best products
to the expositoln. Nothing now re
mains to be done but to perfect an
organization and evolve a plan for
financing the fair. A Las Vegas man
who has had considerable experience
in collecting agricultural exhibits and
in the conduction of county fairs said
this morning that the .expense of a
show such as San Miguel county
should put on this fall would not be
to exceed $400.
It Is not necessary to provide ex
pensive prizes. The farmers are so
proud of their products of this year
that they are anxious to get th.em on
exhibition. The awarding of ribbons
for products of various degrees of
excellence would be sufficient although prizes of somewhat more financial value may be arranged for.
As the local fair association held
no exhibtion last year and has re
mained practically inactive this sum
mer, it has been suggested that a
new organization be perfected. ' For
this purpose the fair boosters probably will call a public meeting for
the near future at which arrangements for a big fair this fall will be
made.

er and former governor of New MexREBEL LEADER SURROUNDED
arrived yesterday evening from
ico,
Havana, Aug. 3. General Aoevedo his
home iri Sahta'Fe. Mr. Otero spent
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
. and his handful of men who
attempted
on business matters. He
Chicago, Aug. 3. Wheat prices made
a revolution, starting out from Regla th; day here
an upward jump today on account of
formerly resided in Las Vegas.
""Monday night, were still at liberty
A. ff.' Harris and Tlev, C. A. Stewart
bullish cables regarding the crop out
but the government knows the of St
"Louis have returned from Har
look in Russia. According to one es
leader's hiding place and Is confident
'a. i tipper' ranch 'where they spen
timate
vey
the exportable surplus in that
that he wfil surrender or be captured
rewill
Stewart
will not reach 80,000,000 bush
Mr.',.
days.
country
several
"before night
main hereTntii!ifter Sunday, when he
els. Opening prices here were
6
will fttMJ& pujnit .of the First Baptist
to
started
higher. September
DAKOTA TOWN BURNS
:.
church.
at 90 to 91 the same change from
Aberdeen, S. D., Aug. 3. Fire last
Removes
J. N. McCash, secretary af the Amer
last night as the market taken alto New Drug That Quickly
night wiped out the little town of Pol- ican Christian
These Homely Spoti
91
to
An
advance
followed
and
gether.
Missionary society,
lock, S. D. Telegraph and telephone .Airs. McCash," of
The big local traders all took, the
Cincinnati,- - O., en
wires are down and details are not route"
There's no longer the slightest need
to the east from California stop- buying side in the corn pit." Septem ot
feeling ashamed of your freckles,
ogttaiaabU.. PoUoefc l In. Campbell
off
at
to
ber opened unchanged
to- visit tbe
VT
.
cntmty ana bam a oomriatw'new drug, othine double strength
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and
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axv
been
Will Tie an informal mettnK of
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1
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from
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El Paso, Tex., Aug. 3. A special tiono this evening in Tvnrrw-ndouble
strength,
ovr
and rose to 424. Active commission
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a
- of TYlfHfT 1T10'a oXW
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and apply a little of it at night, and
from the city of Chihuahua says that H O J ivv rv iati two y
w.u
a
tone
to
firm
demand
noys
water
gave
provisions.
er, and the
in the morning you will eee that even
the strike of miners at the Santa Eu- - Mr, and Mrs. McCash.
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worst have begun to disappear,
twelve
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for the
with January deliveries $16.32
The Maroons
been.
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1
the light freckles have vanishwhile
to $8.60 for lard, and ed
city, ended yesterday, the men
visit to Albuquerque in five years.- pork; $8.52
one
It is seldom that more
entirely.
be
demand
that
they
granted the
out a sine" i"- $S.32' for ribs. Last quotations than an ounce is needed to completecannot
point
paid every eight dayB Instead of two
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stance or any v,i
ly clear the akin and gain a beautiful
weeks, as formerly, the entire body
Wheat, September 92; December clear complexion.
team that nas
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any
out
dealt
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96.
Be sure to ask for the double
here. We always try to give w.
to work.
December
Corn,
September
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entertainment
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woman
best
haphtors the
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her child
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to remove the freckles.
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ber 44progress of your kidney and bladder
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tbe
ordeal
of
nature's
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even
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Red Cross Drug Co.
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is to be found a medicine of
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need not $8.35.
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ana
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prepare tne system xor inc
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of the gate Steady to
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$4.807.25; southern steers, $4.15
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will clean and press all Men's
am willing for them to
passes. "The regular use of Mother's receipts. I
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Sterling Silver Picture Frames
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The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
v
prescription.

WINTERS DHUfl

ign.

-

Optician
Watch Our Windows

RETAIL PRICES
lb.

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 Ibe
Each Delivery
Less, Than 60 lbs. Each Delivery
'

2fi00

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualits of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

E

GROSS, HELL

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Doaloru In

and PELTS

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN

Mill
Connection

VEHICLES- - .Planing
"in

WAGONS-RAC- INE

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, U. M. , Tucumcari, N. M
Corona, N.
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

If it may be termed a science

FRECKLES

,

must

include a means of presenting tbe
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

The
Science of
;
Soiling

,

class in the southwest use the

'

P TIC
WuJT COLUMNS
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O

u.

be-In-

nofioo to Cubcorilcro

,i tw

v.su

"

,

Frank Revell,

sxaie-provid-
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1

Y & GO.

(inooporated)

-

o

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
Iba,
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

1

V

20o per 100
25c per 100
SOo per 100
40o per 100
50o per 100

1,000 lbs.

Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
the city during the summer months may have The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
'
old address
often, as desired. Subscribers should give the
r
'
location.
new
to
a
sent
when asking to have the paper
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in the bank will enable you to walkjover a
dangerous place on a path of dollars.
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THE MAN WHO
DOES NOT SAVE

orJUent a.nd

FIR.B INS U'T(CE

CUNNINOMAM,

PRANK SFRINOBR,

:

is bound to get into debt, because tnere win
surely come a time when an emergency will
take him by surprise. Make your first deposit
at the earliest possible moment.
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Ettray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described eat ray animal was taken up by
W. C. Browning. Mayhlll. N. M.
One light bay mare 6 years
old. 700 lbs., 13
hands high.
Branded
On right shoulder
Branded
On left shoulder
j
uranaed
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to una
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 18, 1311, said date being 10
days after last appearance ot this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
'CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11.
To-wi- t:

before Aug. 18, 1911, sail date being 30
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, ll.

or
Board, unless claimed by owner on 10
before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being
of this ad
days after last appearanceww
uo
vertisement, said esiray
of the
by this Board for the benefit
owner when found.
CATTLE

First pub. July

SANITARY

last

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

buaiua

Albuaueraue, N.

28,

THE LOBBY

M.

pub. Aug. 8, '11.

SOCIETY AND

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

'

Estray Advertisement whom !t
Estray Advertisement
MnH
hprnhv eiven to
whom
It
to
fa
brothers always welcome to the
Notice
hereby given
concern that the following de- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
may
demay concern that the following
by
tsken
up
was
comNO STATE IN WEST SHOULD BE
M.
animal
A.
W. O. Wood, sachem;
scribed
Regular
wigwam.
scribed estray animal was taken up by Braullo estray
Encinlas y Lucero, Encino, N.
WITHOUT STATUTES SIMILAR
munication first and
David Flint, chief of records and
S. Hately, Silver City. N. M.
M.
third Thursday in each
One sorrel horse, 3 yeara
'
TO THEM
collector of wampum.
One bay mare. 4 years old,
month. Visiting broth,
old, 600 lbs.
14 hands.
700 lbs.
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
CTS
Branded
Chicago, Aug. 3. "There is no IrBranded
William
W. M.; Chas. H.
H.
Stapp.
JA
On
left
fourth Tuesday evening of each
hip
shoulder
rigation state in. the west that should
On
right
Sporleder, Secretary.
Said animal being unknown to this
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
bo without state laws similar to those
P
Branded
J
Vard, unless claimed by owner on or
Brothers are cordially invited. Q.
of Texas relative to drainage districts
On left hip
LAS VEGA3 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10
2
H. HutHker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
this ad
Ear marks
supplementary to irrigation enterpris
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- days after last appearance-overtisement said estray will be sold
er, for there la no irrigation plant in
Tues-da- y
Said animal being unknown to tut
ular
second
conclave
Condon, Secretary
fji
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ithe United States which would not be
In each month at Mawhen found.
10
owner'
date
said
before
18,
1911,
being
Aug.
greatly benefited if the slate in which
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D. F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
days after last appearance of this adM.
N.
it is developed pursued such a course."
Number, Main 2.
Optic'
Albutjueraue..
day evenings each month, at FraEstray Advertisement
vertisement, said estray will be sold Boucher. S. C; Chas. Tamme,
Notice is hereby given to whom it First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11. by this Board for the benefit of the
George E. Barstow, of Barstow, Tex.,
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
ADVER may concern that the following deowner when found.
com- SATES FOR CLASSIFIED
Lairman of the
was
b
Brothers
animal
taken
scribed
up
BOARD.
cordially invited to attend.
CATTLE
SANITARY
estray
TISEMENTS
mittee ot the Nineteenth National Irri
Estray Advertisement
VEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
W. C. Browning, Mayhlll, N. M.
N. M.
B.
Albuquerque,
F.
MeUulre,
cents
line
Five
each
Insertion
It
Pretment; E. O
whom
per
Notice is hereby given to
gation congress, which meets here
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11.
One brown mare, 3 years,
December 5 to 9, thus urges that one Estimate six ordinary worda to a
Ward,
concern
Secretary.
tnat
tne
may
following
convocation first Monday
about 550 lbs., 12ft hands high.
of the important undertakings of the In. No ad to occupy lees apace than
estray animal was taken up by
In each month
at MaAdvertisement
Branded
Estray
lines. All advertisement charg
S. Hately, Silver City. N. M.
J.
la
whom
Notice
Chicago fathering of lrrigationists
to
it
7:30 p. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
at
sonic
hereby
given
Temple,
On
right shoulder
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
12 years may concern that the following de
One
brown
should be to ediwate the people of the ed will be booked at apace actually
mare,
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
One bay horse 1 year old, about 350
without
to
number
t,
of
scribed
was
animal
taken
regard
up
estray
state-aideThursday In O. R. C. hali. Pioneer
by
old 800 lbs., with colt. Colt not brand Romulo
nation to the importance of
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
Caih in advance preferred. !bs., 10 hands high.
Henrera, Chamita, N. M.
ord.
building.
Visiting members are coron
the
for
of
benefit
ed.
settlers
drainage
m
m
,:
Branded
One mare, 7 years old, 500 secretary.
dially invited. W. R, Tipton, O. K.;
Branded
irrigation projects, lie asserts that
On right shoulder
hands.
lbs., li
ffUj
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
at the December gathering he will
RANSF6RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Sail animal being unknown to tin.' On left shoulder
Branded
to
such
action
taken
Branded
the
have
seek
by
Board, unless claimed by owner on n
On left shoulder
8. Meets first and
third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
On left hip
delegates as will interest irrigation WANTED Operator to copy Asso before Aug. 18, 1911, 6ald date being 10
Branded
1. Meets every Monday evening at
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Said animal being unknown to this
states In the idea' to the extent that ciated Press report over The Optic's days after last appearance of this ad
On
left
their
hip
ball on Sixth street. All visit
leased wire, dally except Sunday, vertlsement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
et'fh state may adopt it as an irrigation
Said
animal
Board
to
this
for
tho
belns
the
benefit
unknown
of
brethren
thin
by
ing
cordially invited to at11:30 to 2:30. Call on city editor.
before Aug. 18, 1911, iaid date being 10 Board, unless claimed
statute.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
owner when found.
by owner on ir
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
I
"Some fifteen years ago began to
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD.
days after last appearance of this ad before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10
Mrs, Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Albuquerque, N. M. vertisement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this adstudy the question of having a drainPhone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. E Crites, treasurer;
First
28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11.
pub.
July
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
age system installed in connection
C V. Hedgcock. cemetery trustee.
by this Board Tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
with an irrigation plant consisting of FOR SALE Good piano, cheap of tak
NO
1.
owner when found.
LODGE
DORADO
EL,
Advertisement
Estray
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
thirty thousand acres which had been en at once. Inquire 302 WashingCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
ton avenue.
reclaimed near Barstow, Texas. The
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuaueraue. N. M
Meet in tie forest
f brotherly
may concern that the following de First pub. July 28, last" pub. Aug. 8. '11. First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11.
every Monday eveapparent need of this was evidenced
love
the
at
Fraternal
Brotherhood
was
scribed
animal
taken
estray
up by
ning In Castle hall.
by tho fact that seepage water from FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
hall, on the second and fourth FriPamoldo Montoya, Alameda, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Visiting Knights are
scriptions.
irrigating the land lodged and
Notary seals and recone
day of each month at 8 p, m. C. Clay,
3
is
Notice
whom
it
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
years
horse, about
hereby given to
eii stagnant In several draws here and
ords at The Optio office.
may concern that the following de may concern that the
500 lbs.
.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
about
old,
following dethere in the area. To rid this part of
JUIVUVUU- J3i.
VUWi
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
ing
neighbors are especially welcome
scribed
was
animal
estray
taken up by
Jose de ps Torres, Guadalupita, N. M.
the land, which was otherwise most FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens.
nler. Chancellor
and cordially invited.
un
leri
r.o;
Romulo
N.
nip
M,
Herrera,
Chamita,
7
8
was
One
and
red
$10
$8
Commander. Harry
mare, or years
valuable, of this seepage "water
per dos., according to Two
horses, about 3 years old, about old, 700 lbs., 4 feet 8 Inches.
One bay horse, 9 years old,
the question.
Martin, Keeper of
quality. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Hum- 500 lbs.
600 lbs.. 14
hands.
Records and Seal.
Branded
"The idea of accomplishing this was
boldt, Kan.
DENTISTS.
Branded
Branded
On right shoulder
not original except as It applied to
On left hip
ua len nip
Branded
F. R. LORD
tit BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
the United States. Babylon, and Syria FOR SALE Registered Airedale ter
One horse, about 3 years old, about
Said animal being unknown to this
On
riers. The best chum for children
left shoulder
Had practiced by this means in past
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
'
DENTIST
'm lbs,
.'
Said animal being unknown to tuU Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ages. With this fact, however, aa an and the most reliable guardian of
and third Wednesdays of each
Branded
before
Office
Pioneer
unless
18,
claimed
owner
u.
on
Aug.
1911, said date being ,9
Board,
Building
by
the home. F. J. Wesner.
argument that such methods should be
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
m left hip
IM before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this adRooms 3 and 4
following in, this country I urged the
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; ,W. A. Office
Said
after
last
of
this
ad
days
animal
Phone Main 67
appearance
being unknown to this
vertisement, said estray will be sold
hind owners of the (project to join me FOR SALE The former Harris Bros.
vertisement, said estray will be sold ty this Board for the benefit of the
Olvens, Secretary. Visiting mem- Residence
Main 418
unless
Phone
claimed
Board,
owner
on
or
by
in establishing drainage ditches. It
owner when found.
dairy, Just north ot the city limits
bers cordially invited.
before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10
owner
when
found.
CATTLE
on
SANITARY
8
BOARD,
was plainly unjust that one man should
acres of
Kjgnth
street;
after last appearance of this ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Albuquerque, N. M.
establish them all.
ground, 6 acres in alfalfa; orchard days
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
28,
First
last
8, "il
pub. July
Aug.
said
pub.
will
sold
vertisement,
be
estray
Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTI8T
and small fruits, all under ditch;
"After some years the idea of per'
102
at'
Meet
every Monday night
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, 1 1.
this Board for the benefit of the
by
Suite
Crockett
4,
house
bath
with
and city owner
Building. Has phones
their hall In the Schmidt building,
suading the state legislature to pass
Estray Advertisement
when found.
whom
It
water; two targe poultry houses, 2
residence.
at
office
west
to
Fountain
Notice
is
and
a district drainage act was taken up.
of
at
eight
Square,
given
hereby
How's This?
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deo'clock. Visiting members are corlarge barns; especially suited for
offer One Hundred Dollars- - ReWe
It met with ultimate success and now
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
taken up by ward for any case ot catarrh tnat canscribed estray animal
dially welcome. E. E2. Gearing, presiATTORNEYS
dairy and poultry raising. Will be First pub. July 28. last pub. Aug. 8, '11 T. G. Upton,
Doming, N. M.
plants may properly avail
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreA.
sold
H.
See
very
j
Harris,
cheap.
8
male
black
One
&
horse,
bemaelvea of this valuable principle
F.
O.
CHENEY
J.
CO.,
Toledo,
I
tary f C. Pally, Treasurer.
c
612 Lincoln avenue.
We, the undersigned, have known
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A Hunker
years old, 750 lbs., 14 hands high.
along just lines. The act mentioned beAdvertisement
Estray
15
for
and
J.
of
the
last
F,
years,
Cheney
came a law In Texas in January
Branded
Notice is nereby given to whom it
believe him perfectly honorable in all J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
HUNKER & HUNKER
1909.
On left hip
concern tnat tne following de
business
and
may
transactions,
financially
Attorneys at Law
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues"The land owners under the irrigaSaid animal being unknown to this able to carry out any
scribed estray animal was taken up by
obligations made
New Mexico
Las
In
Board, unless claimed by owner on or by his firm.
ot
Vegas
month
tion system at Barstow had by that FOR RENT Two room furnished
the
the
vestry
day
W. C. Browning, Mayhlll, N. M.,
before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
time become so convinced of the value
KINNAN & MARVIN.
WALDING,
house. Apply 921 Lincoln avenue.
One brown mare, about 18 days after last appearance of this adWholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
of drainage that they at once occupied
800 lbs., 14
hands high.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
old,
years
MASSAGE
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interIsaac Appel,
invited.
cordially
themselves in taking further advant- FOR RENT-Su- ite
ot furnished house
by this Board for the benefit of the nally, acting directly upon the blood
Branded
President; Charles Greenclay,
owner when found.
age of the legislative act, and installand mucous surfaces of the system.
keeping rooms on ground floor. 508
On right shoulder
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ed at large cost a complete drainage
MRS. OI.L1E SHEARER
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c per
Main avenue.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
system. This has been of untold value
Masseuse and Midwife
First
On left shoulder
pub. July 28, last pub, Aug. 8, '11.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
to the project as a whole. Similar FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
Main 308
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- Residence Phone......
Branded
pation.
action In other states will certainly
Parlor
erhood
die
fourth
Vegas 75
Phone.......
ball
of
the
housekeeping rooms, bath, electric
Massage
sleep
(tt left hip
Estray Advertisement
Las
In
bring about greatly beneficial results
each
Fridays
of
fa
of
Means
Vegas
Loss
Thursdays,
Time
Loss
lights, etc., excellent location. 918
month,
Notice
to
whom
It
Thursday
of
eighth
Pay
hereby
given
Said animal being unknown to this
for irrigation farmers and leading
may concern that the following dethirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
Kidney trouble and the ills It breeds
run,
Eighth street.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed
estray animal was taken up by means lost time and' lost pay to many
over the country often have
before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10 Lee Longino, Moriarty, N. M.
a working man. M. Balent, 1214 Lit
belief
as
of
themselves
the
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
expressed
days after last appearance of this ad25 tle Penna St., Streator, 111., was so
One
brown
about
mare,
that every; irrigation state should have room. All modern conveniences. vertisement, said estray will be sold
bad from kidney and bladder trouble
about 800 lbs., 12
hands.
a "drainage act like that given to
Private home. Gentleman preferred. by this Board for the benefit of the years,
that he could not work, but he says:
Branded
"I took Foley Kidney Pills for only a
Address X., Optic.
owner when found.
L short
On right shoulder
time and got entirely well and
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
was soon able to go back to work.
Branded
FOR. RENT Two newly furnished
Albuquerque, N. M.
and am feeling well and healthier than
On left hip
rooms, lights, bath and toilet, No first pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11.
Said animal being unknown to this before." Foley Kidney Pills are tonic
HIMSELF.
FORGOT
..
)
action, quick in results a good
health seekers. 918 Jackson ave
Board, unless claimed by owner on or in
i.
friend to the working man or woman
nue. Call at 609 Sixth street.
before
18, 1911, said date being 10
Aug.
who suffers from kidney pills. O. G.
Estray Advertisement
appearance of this ad- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Notice is hereby given to whom it days after last
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Many a Suffering Woman
may concern that the following de- by this Board tor the benefit of the
herself
her
Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colds
Drags
peinfullv through
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
PHONE 227 MIN
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
daily tasks, suffering from backache, M R. Sandoval, Penasco, N. M.'
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
and Tar Compound will do it.
Honey
headache, nervousness, loss of appeM.
N.
Albuquerque,
3
One black bull, 2 or years
tite and poor sleep, not knowing her
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11 E M. Stewart. 134 Wolfram St, Chi
T have been greatly
cago, writes:
ills are due to kidney and bladder trou eld 300 to 400 lbs., 4 feet high.
troubled during the. hot summer
bles. Foley Kidney Pills give quick
I 1
Branded
months with hay fever and find that
relief from pain and misery and a
Estray Advertisement
to- On rfeht hip
Notice ia hereby given to whom it by using Foley's Honey and Tar Comprompt return to health and strength.
red
with
spots,
One white bull
No woman who so suffers can afford
may concern that the following de- pound I get great relief." Many others
to overlook Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. or 3 years old, 300 to 400 lbs.. 4 feet scribed estray animal was taken up by who suffer similarly will be glad to
Antonio A. Gallegos, Villanueva, N. M, benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience.
Schaefer and. Red Cross Drug Co.
high.
R.OUND
One black cow, about 7 or 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
'
Ear marks
8 years old.
More people, men and women, are
is
Seemed to dive Him a New Stomach
Branded
suffering from kidney and bladder , Said animal being unknown to thin
SUMMER EXCURSIONS
suffered intensely after eating
"I
trouble than ever before, and each
On left ribs
owner on or
and no medicine or treatment I tried
year more of them turn for quick re Board, unless claimed b
- ifle
n
lief and permanent benefit to Foley's before Aug. 18, 1911. said date being 10
seemed to do any good," writes H. M.
Ear marks
of
The
Lake
of
Editor
this
ad
has
Sun,
proven it dsys after last appearance
Kidney Remedy, which,
Said animal being unknown to Uu Youngpeters,
Pueblo, $11.90
self to be one of the most effective vertlsement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or View, Ohio. "The first few doses of
COLORADO
Colorado
POINTS
Liver
and
Tab
Chamberlain's
Stomach
remedies for kidney and bladder ali
10
said
before
1911,
date
Springs, $13.70
18,
Aug.
of
being
the
benefit
Board for the
lets gave me surprising relief and the
ments, that medical science has de- - by this
$16.60
last
Denver,
after
of
ad
this
appearance
days
found.
owner
when
bottle seemed to give me a
rvlsed. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
vertisement, said estray will be sold second
now stomach and perfectly good
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
The Bystander It took a lot en Drug Co.
for
this
Board
the
benefit
the
of
by
health." For sale by all druggists.
Albuquerque, N. M, owner when found.
nerve, I guess, to stand up and face
Ithe enemy In battle.
8, '11.
SANITARY
BOARD.
Aug.
CATTLE
last
28,
pub.
Cuts
in
healed
and
bruises
be
First
pub.
July
may
St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
Paul, Hinn., $46.30
rvn. IX Livery (absently) Yes, and about one-thirAlbuquerque, N. M.
the time required by
A well known Dee Moines woman
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, '11. after suffering miserably for two days
Jt took a whole lot of muscle to get the usual treatment by applying Cham
Chicago, HI., $46.30
Estray Advertisement
away when the enemy charged upon berlain's Liniment. It is an antiseptic
from bowel complaint, was' cured by
whom
to
it
and causes such injuries to heal with
Notice Is hereby given
one dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholout maturation. This liniment also re- may concern that tin following de
Estray Advertisement
era and Diarrhoea
For sale
Notice fa hereby given to whom it by all druggtots. Remedy.
lieves soreness of the muscles and scribed
Tlcketsjon sale dally June! to September 30, 1911,
animal was taken up by
estray
derheumatic pains. For sale by all drug
may concern that the following
first-claN.
M.x
and good for stop-ove- rs
In either direction,
are
Lake
Valley,
Chas. H. Skies,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
PILLS gists.
NOTICE
To-wlPHICHESTER
One bay horse, 7 years old, Relies Mustaz, Chamita, N. M.
finai;Hmlt October 31, 1911 '
hands, high.
One black horse, about 8 To Whom It May Concern:
34 or 14
Buy it now. Now Is the time to buy 850 lbs.,
I have sold my place, known as 999,
9
T
or
Branded
years old, 800 or 900 lbs.
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Choi
' "S. mIm.
wiA Biu RlbbofcW
L
Hut ar fixir w
era and Diarrhoea Remedy. It is al! and will not be responsible for sny
Branded
On right hip
D. L.
most certain to be needed before tho
debts contracted after August 1, 1911.
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
summer is over. This remedy baa no
aritrirti9r-riMRS. IRIS BELL TTJTJLY.
6t
unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
superior. For sale by all druggists. Board,
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1

oeise, $40; a piece ot land fronting inches of lots 15, 16, 17, fronting on coin avenue
beginning at alley be- 22, 23, 24, 25, Mrs. Mattle Green, Dillon, $20
lots 4, 6, Herbert W. 28, 29, 33, Investment & Agency corv ieei on noixn side or
Uouglaa ave- tte north side of National avenue be- tween Sixth and Seventh streets, and $20 each; lots 26, 27, 28, Fletcher E. Brown, $20 each;
each; lot 6, 7, A. A. Jone poration, $20 each; lota 31. 32, and
WHEREAS, by resolution entered nue, beginning at the alley between ginning t the alley between Fourth running thence east for 42 feet, H. G. England, $20 each; rear 25 feet of Iota $20
each; lots 8, 9, F. O. Blood. $20 south haH1 of 83. E. O. Thomas, $50;
ot record, the City Council of the City Railroad nd Grand avenues. J. Y iJU and Fifth streets, R. J. Taupert, Uoors, $33.6n; lot C. subdivision of 1, 2,
fronting 25 feet on Washington each; lots 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; lots 34, 35, and north half of 33, W.
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, has declaim Jan. $10.
$50.60; the west 85 feet of lots 15, 16, tots 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12, fronting 60 feet avenue, Charles H. Stevenson, $20.
lota IZ. 13, 14, 15, is, 17. 18, 19. 20. 21. E. Robertson, $50; lots D, E. F. Maria
Block, 18, lots 1. 2, 3, 4. 5. 6. Xfm 17,
ed It to be necessary and proper. In
Block 38; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Florence H. 22, 23, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; and Aurella XL
fronting 85 feet on the north aide of on north side of Lincoln avenue, A. H,
Baca, $20 each .
tBe opinion of the said City Council, M. A. Griswold. $20 each: lota 7 u o National
Ave. from the corner of Na Harris, $10; lot B, being subdivision Sterns, $20 each: lots 5. 6. 7. 8. F. H. lets 24, 25, E. G. Xfurpheyy, $20
each: Sec. 16. The following described
to hare constructed and maintained a 10, 11, 12. 13. 14, 15. 16. 17. 18. 19.'h' tional avenue and Fifth street,
e of lots 7, 8, 9, 10. 11. 12.
fronting 50 Crall, $20 each; lots 9. 10, 11, 12, Xlary Iots 26. 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, Trinidad G.
of land are assessed the
sewer in a portion of the said City of Q. Coors, $20 each.
lots feet on north side of Lincoln avenue, L Davis, $20 each; lots 13, 14, George de Baca, $20 each; lots 32, 33, Frank pieces
$C8;
amounts herein designated:
Block 19; lots 11, 12. 13. 14. W. H 18, 19,Hume21,Strickfadden,
Lai Vegas, which la described as
B.
F.
of
heirs
January Optlo Publishing Co $40; lot A. be Arnot, $20 each; lots 15, 16. 17. F. S. Roy, $20 each; lots 34, 35, 36, C.
20,
A piece of land In Block 2 of the Rey
Shultz. $20 each: lot 15. J. H. Smith $20
each; lots 22, 23, Mrs. Cora & ing subdivision of lots 7, 8, 9, 10. 11 tirusn, izo each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J.
$20 each; lots 37. 38. heirs nolds and Harrold addition and com$20; lots 16, 17, 18, 19. II. W. Kelly
The main line of the Atchison, To- $20 each: lots 20. 21. 22, 23, Kate Fenner, 20 each; lots 24, 25, 26, F. H. 12, fronting 50 feet on north side of Mueller. $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23, 24, ot F. B. January, $20 each; lots 33, prising lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 14.
lots 27, 28, Chas.j Lincoln avenue, Nathaniel Fetterman, J C. & Marvina Johnsen, $20 each; 40, XIrs. J. A. Patterson, $20
peka and Santa Fe railway company wngnt, s.u each; lots 24, 25, Bertha Pierce, $20 $20each;
each; 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 23, 29. 30, 31,
each.
$40; lota 13, 14, Chris Wiegand. $20 lots 25. 26, 27, 28. and 34 feet on rear lots 41. 42, Ethel M. Eowen. $20 each. 32, thereof and
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tenth Chambers, $20 each; lots 26, 27, Ben Rosenthal,
fronting 300 feet on
Olive
Mrs.
3,
Block
1,
lots
2,
lot
3U;
15,
of
lots
Peter
each;
27, 28, which latter faces WashBlock 5; lot 1, Adolph Teitle- Friedman avenue, St Anthony's
Roth, $20; lot 16,
street on the South; on the westlby Coles, $20 each.
Ve
Las
M.
lots
6,
J.
6,
4,
Boucher,
$20 each;
Cunningham, $20; lots 17, 18, Intgon avenue. XIrs. Evallne C. Ben baum, $20; lot 2 Tranqullino Gonzaa line from the center of the inter$240.
Sec 3.
Tre lots and nleeea f
section of Tenth street and Lincoln iana in tne fcan Miguel Town Co's ad gas Savings Bank. $20 each; lots 7, A. O. Wheeler, $20 each; lots 19, 20, jamin, $107.20.
A piece of land on the east side of
lots
les
3,
4,
20;
Carrie
Belle
XL
3, 9, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 each; Mrs.
J. Reilly, $43.20; lot 21,
Block S, lots 1. ?, 3, Frank Sprin
aenue, thence north to Columbia ave aiuon are assessed as follows
$20 each; lota 5, 6, 7. 8. 9. XIrs Railroad avenue end bounded on tho
the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, heirs of F. B. January, $18; lot 22, ger, $20 each; lots 4. 5, 6, Atchison, Vogt,
nue; thence along Columbia avenue
G. de Baca, $20 each; lots 28. north by Xlaln avenue and extending
Block 19; lots A, B. C. D. beine- Trinidad
19, fronting on National avenue, $48, Mrs. Pauline Graaf. $18: lot 23 front Topeka & Santa Fe railway Co.. $20
e
east to Eighth street; thence north amnion or lots l, Z, 3. Mrs. S. A. Chaf. XL
29, 30, Browne & XIanzanares Co.. $20 thence 150 feet south, Atchison,
82 feet 3 Inch ing 25 feet, Chris
west
M.
the
lots
each:
Sundt;
P.
$20
7,
8, Wm.
Xnils,
to Raynolds avenue: thence east fin, fronting 75 feet on Railroad rta.
Wiegand, $20; lot
each; each; lots 34, 35, 36,37,38.39, 40. C. D
& Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
on Raynolda avenue to Sixth street: nue, $tu; iota E.F. belnsr subdivision es of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, fronting Z4, fronting 40 feet on Sixth street, lots 9, 10, XIrs. Laura F. Blood, $20 Boucher, $20 each; lots 41, 42, Ed San-ne- r A piece of land lying on the east
each; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, F. H. Pierce
thence south to Baca avenue; thence of lots 1, 2. 3, fronting 60 feet on Na on National avenue, Francis H. Olney, Chris Wiegand, $32.
side of nallroad avenue and bounded
$20 each; lot 5, Juan
east along Baca avenue to Fourth tional avenue, r. v. XlcElrov. Ua- - w $65.80; lots 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, Block 11: lots 1. 2. J. K. Martin. $20 eaoh; lots D. E. F.. fronting 75 - Sec. 12. Toe wis and Sandoval, $20. on the south by Lincoln avenue and
of
land
M.
M.
pieces
27, 28.
Sundt, $20 each; the fol $20 each; lots 3, 4. Jacob Keneatrick feet on Columbia avenne, XIrs. Otto
thence north a distance of
street; thence In a line midway beairs. o. a. unarnn. $20; lots 5, 6,
subdivisions of wbat Is known $20 each; lot 6, Mrs. Rosana Kenes- - Grimm, ($60; lots A. B. C, fronting In the Ilfeld & Baca addition are as- extending
tween Baca and Washington avenues i,
825 feet, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Henry Dlnwoody. $20 Aach? int 7 s lowing
as
sessed
follows:
from Fourth street to Grand avenue; Mrs. L. H. Kerlee. $20 each: W.J o' as Phillips subdivision of lots 10, 11, trtck, $20; lots 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, Thomas 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S,
Block 2, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, XI. L. Cooley Fe Railway Co., $660.
on th
thence on Garfield avenue to the said 10, Damacio Montano. S20 each Wa 12, 13, 14; lot designated as O, fronting Foster. $20 each; lots 7, 8, M. L. Coo-le- Lewis, $60; lots 19, 20, 21, 22, Laura $20
A
each; lots 5 ,6, 7, Xlary L. Davis, north piece of land bounded
25
A.
on
C.
H.
National
feet
avenue,
$20
13.
lots
14.
16.
15.
lots
The
23, 24,
D. C.
each;
Wltten, $20 each;
main line of the Atchison, Topeka & 23, 29, Southwestern Building & Loan
by Main avenue, on the east by
lots
$20
9,
each'L
William
10,
8,
J.
as
1,
zo
lot
front
$20;
Wise,
designated
winters,
each; lots 17, 18, XI. L. Mutual Improvement Co., $20 each;
Grand avenue, and on the west by
Santa Fe Railway company on the association, 20 each; lot 30, Thos
ing 40 feet on corner of Grand and Na Oooley, $20 each; lot 19, Mrs. M. J. lot. s25, 26, Mrs. Katherine Earickson, Mills. $20 each; lots 11, 12, E. W. Hart Fifth street, fronting 75 feet on
F. Clay $20: lots 31. 32. Chna. H
$20
lots
14,
L.
15,
13,
each;
16,
E.
J. Wise, $32; lot desig McDonald, 20; lots 20. 21. Investment $20 each; lota 27, 28, Mrs. Anna XI
.
'
tional.
M
Crand avenue, Archbishop J. B. Pl
1U
eacn; lot 33, Nellie Parish, $20; nated asMary
Trainer, $20 each; lots 17, 18, XIrs.
2, fronting 29 feet on Grand & Agency corporation. $20 each: lot Shout, $20 each.
WHEREAS, the said City Council lot 34, Nellie
$60.
as
Parish
$17.60;
lot
L.
Hattie
Thompson and R. J. Taupert taval,
A. Wise, $23.20; lots de- 22, Sarah E. Atkins, $20: lot 23. heirs
has elected that the whole of the ana
Block 40, lots 1, 2, Clarence Iden,
A
of land on the northwest
tne north 3 feet of lot 34, H. B avenue, H.
as 3, 4, fronting 75 feet on of F. B. January, $20; lot 24, the Agua $20 each; lots 3, 4, 5, Mrs. Nellie $20 each; lots 19, 20, Daniel Stem, cornerpiece
cost of said construction shall be as
signated
of Xlaln avenue and Eighth
Martina. $22.40; lot 36. Southwest- - Grand avenue, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, rara uo. or
each.
$20
O.
sessed against the lots and pieces of ern
20
A,
lots
6, 7,
Las Vegas. $20; the south Schaefer,
act;
& Loan Association. S20:
Block 3: tots 1, 2, 3, 4. 6. B. F. For street and fronting 68.2 feet on nortl
$60.
land situate In said portion of the lots Building
fifty feet of lot 24, fronting 50 feet Wheele, $2 each; lots 8, 9, 10, A.-37, 38 Southwestern Building &
and Evaline C. Benjamin, $20 side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie Hay-warsythe
P.
J.
1,
2,
lots
Block
on
3,
31;
Seventh street beginning at the Jones, $20 each; lot 11, Alice R. Long
Murphy,
city or in said sewer district and abut- Loan association, $20
$46,56.
a
each"!
of
lots
6, 7, XIrs. Emma F. Tarn me,
each;
piece
Marcos
Garduno, $20; alley between Lincoln and Douglas $20; lot 12, C. H. Schlrmer, $20; lots
A piece of land on the north side of
ting on the line of said sewer, or so land fronting 60 feet on south side of $20 each; lot 4,
lots
$20
8,
Simon
9,
10,
Bachareach;
Corlots 5, 6, Investment & Agency
near thereto as to be. In the opinion National
avenues, heirs of F. B. January. $40. 13, 14, Alice R. Long, $20 each; the
Xlain avenue beginning 68.2 feet from
being the rear sixty poration, $20 each; lots 7, 8, Mrs. E.
ach, $20 each; lots 11, 12. 13. 14. W. the N.'W.
of the said City Council, benefited reer or avenue,
biock 12, lots 1. 2, 3. 4. Emma Ket- - west one half of lots 15, 16, 17. 18, 19, R.
corner
avenue and
37. 38, E. N. Wild, $48.
lots
Tipton, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Eighth street andof Main
S. de Borrego, $20 each; lots 9, 10, ner and J. XL Turnbull, $20 each; lots 20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia ave
by the construction thereof;
Block 20. lota 1, 2, A. G. Zummach.
extending thenca
Jessie
E.
lots
$20
lot
is,
71,
each;
Damacio
Haydon,
$20
B.
each;
S.
half
east
Gallegos,
the
Bertie
6,
nue,
And Whereas, the snid City Council $'0 each: los 3, 4, Mrs. Hulda
.
Q. Jameson, $20 each
Gowan, $60;
86.2 feet west, Chas.
F. Hummel,
Rosen
Teitlebaum, $20; lots 12, 13, lots 7, 8, Las Vegas Town Co.. $20 of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, fronting 19, 20, XIae Henry, $20 each.
has ordained,
thal. $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, $20 each; Adolph
Sec. 13. The lots and pieces of $68.96.
Xlanuel F. Bitstos, $20 each; lot 15, each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 14, L. C. 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
A piece of land on the north side
lot 8, fronting 60 feet on Grand ave Seneca T.
In the Elston addition are assessKline, $20; lots 16, 17. Ilfeld, $20
lots 15, 16, 17, 18, D. Moise, $60; lots 21, 22, Sadie S. land
Sec. 1. That each of the following nue,
of Xlaln avenue, beginning at a point
as
ed
Lydia M. McNair and Constance fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue Las Vegas each;
follows:
Town Co., $20 each; lot McClanahan, $20 each; lota 23, 24, E.
lots and pieces of land abuts on the L. Parsons, $48; lots 9, 10, 11. 12.
Lot 1, fronting 40.5 feet on Seventh 144.4 feet from the N. W. corner ot
Xtary Colvllle, $40; lots 18, 19, front. 19, Mrs. Xlattle S. Green. $20: lots 20 E. W. Layton, $20 each; lots 25 ,26,
Main avenue and Eighth street and
line of the said sewer to be construct' dia M. McNair and Constance Ly
L. Jng 50 feet on National avenue and a 21, Alfred
street, lot 38, fronting 40.5 feet on
ed in the said portion or district of Parsons, $20 each; lots 13, 14. 15. 16.
Noiette, $20 each: lots 23, Norman and Jean G. Skinner. $20 Sixth
thence 61.6 west, Lizzie V.
extending
Southwestern Realty Co.
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, fronting 100 feet on Main avenue. part thereof fronting 50 feet on Ral'- Z4, A. o. U. W. R. E. & I.. $20 each. each; lots 27. 28,.. A. J. Wertz. $20 $64.80; street,
Carpenter, $41.20.
lots
3,
2,
4,
5,
7,
6,
8,
10,
9,
T
Seneca
road
11,
5.
$40;
avenue,
.Kline,
Sec.
each.
The lota and nieces of land
A piece of land on the north side
or la so near to the line of the said Archbishop J. B. Pltaval, $80; a
lots 20, 21, 22. 23, 24, 25, 26. 27, 28, in the Blanchard & Co's addition are
Block 60; lots A. B. subdivision of 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 37, Southwest of Main avenue beginning at the Intersewer as to be, in the opinion of the of land on the east side of piece
ern
Fifth 29. Knte Wright, $20 each: the rear assessed as follows:
$20
one
north
Co.,
Realty
each;
17, 18, 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale,
section of Xlain and National avenues
said City Council, benefited by the street beelnning at the
alley between 5 feet of lot 20 fronting 75 feet on
Block 5, lots 1, 2. 3. XIarie Seliar $40; lots C. D. E., Bame subdivision, half of lot 25, Southwestern Rea'ty and running
thence east 751.4 feet
construction thereof, and each and Main and National avenues and front
B.
Co.,
C.
lots
$10;
XIae
avenue. Kate Wright. $60; Bullard, $20 each: lots 4. 5.
Henry. New Xlexico Normal
Ambrosio Sandoval, $60; lot F, aame
every one thereof Is therefore hereby ing 60 feet south from said alley, Mrs. National
University,
$20
each; lots A. 19, XIrs. Anna X'. $601.12.
assessed the amount hereinafter de- Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lots 17. 18, F. lot 30, Mrs. M. Solt, $20: lots 31, 32, tory of New Mexico, $20 each; lot 7, subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B.
$2t)
D.
lots
F..
Shout,
E.
Georee
$20 each, lot 33, Jno. a a.
Kate
each;
subdivision
Wright,
of
lots
A
21, 22, Xlargaret
jones, jzo; lot 8, unknown, $20;
piece of land on the west side of
signated, such amount being the pro O. Blood. $20 each: lots 19, 20. Alex J.
$20: lot 34, First Nation lots 9. 10, First National Bank of Las Burns, $40; lot C, same subdivision, A. Fleming, $20 each; lots 20. 21. Fred Eighth street
extending 60.4 feet
portionate rrontroot share of each or Levy, $20 each: lots 21, 22. 23. Clin al Robosser,
$20
Westerman,
lots
24.
22,
23,
of
Las
each;
lots
bank
35,
$20;
Vegas,
north from the alley between Nation
Vegas, $20 each; lots 11, 12, Monte-fior-e Fellclta Townsley, $20; lot D, same
Bnch lots and pieces of land of the ton A.
Zn,
Browning, $20 each.
27,
26,
Mutual
eachS.
$20
Colvin.
37, 38,
Improvement Co., al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine,
Congregation, $20 each; lots 13, subdivision, Mrs. j. B. Logan, $20; lot $20
total cost of constructing the said Block 21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2, 36,Block
each; lots 28, 29, F. H. Clark, $40.32.
32, lot 1. Adolph Teitlebaum, 14, is, is, r. b. Rloe, $20 each: lots E, same subdivision, unknown, $20.
sewer within the portion or district
lots
31.
32. J. H. York.
$20
fronting 75 feet on Main avenue. $20; lots 2, 3, Mrs. G. M. Roberts. $20 17, 18,
30,
each;
Alice H. Rice. $20 each; lots
Sec. 9. The lots and pieces of land
A piece ot land on the west side
of the said city above described.
$60; the' north 40 feet of lots 1. 2, 3, each: lot 4, Adolph Teitlebaum, $16,25; 19, 20, 21,
$20 eaoh; lots 33, 34, 35, and south of
in
the
addition
assess
street beginning at a point
are
$20 each;
Joseph
Rledlinger
Wight,
40
on
feet
Mrs.
Fifth
half of lot 36, M. M. Padgett, $70. 50.4Eighth
street,
lota 5, 6. Vldal Salazar, $20 each; lot lots 22, 23, 24, C. W. Hill,
Sec 2. The lots and pieces of fronting
feet from the alley between Na
Jr., $20 each. ed as follows:
14. The lots and pieces
Sec
6. Kate Wright, $20: lots 7, 8, 9, Alex
of
land in the Lopez or Zion Hill addi Hulda Rosenthal. S32: lota 4.
tional and Grand avenues and ex
Sec 6. The lots and pieces of land Lots 1, 2. 3. Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal
Mrs. Jeanette C RIchley, $20 each; ander
tion are assessed as follows:
McElroy, $20 each: lots 10, 11, In the Lucero addition are assessed $20 each; lots 4, 6, 6, 7. 8. J. C. land in the Buena Vista addition are tending thenue north
60.8 feet
J.
O.
Mrs.
B.
lots
6,
7,
as
8,
$20
assessed
follows:
Williams,
12.
lot
$20
Viotorino Abeytia,
Block 13 A; lots 1, 2, 3. 4, owned
each;
M. Bentley, $40.32.
as follows:
Schlott, $20 each; lots 9. 10,11,12,13,
O. B. Wil- 13, Genoveva
Mrs.
lots
Block
10,
9,
11,
12,
43,
lots
each;
Wilson
7,
6,
Dove
and
Valdez, $20: lots 14, 15,
Dy Belden & Mills, $20 each: lot 6
Block 1, lot 1, Thos. F. Clay. $20: 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, W. E. Crltes, $20
A piece of land on the southwest
Esther Robblns $20 each; lots 8, 9, corner
Mary Frances Jones, $20 16. 17, 18. 19, J. V. Griswold, $20 each. lots 2, 3, C. V.
owned by Mrs. B. Danzlger, $20; lot liams and 13
of National avenue and
$20 each; each; lots 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer. J. C. & Marvina
Hedgcock,
H.
J.
lots
,14,
15,
16,
each;
$20
Ryan,
Johnsen,
Block 33,; lots 1, 2, Rokeby Realty rot 4, Emma E. Raywood.
each; street fronting 75 feet on Eighth
20 owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay, J 20:
30 $20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20; lots 10,
Eighth
fronting
A.
$20 each: lots 17,
Hortense
11,
12.
13,
18,
14, A. H. Whit street,
Co., $20 each; lot 3, H. J. Franklin feet, $24; lots 5. 6.
the west 12 feet ot lot 21, owned by
First Xlethodist Episcopal
fronting 37 feet. lots 23, 24, Mrs. L. D. Coleman Rus20. Lydia M.
$20; lots 4, 7, 8, 9, 10. Lydia J. Hous Ohas. Ilfeld $29.60; lot designated as sell, $20 eaoh; lots 25, 26, unknown, more, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, P. K. church. $60.
Mrs. Minnie E. Clay, $9.60; lots 21, Ruby, $20 each; lots 13,
McNair. $20 each; lots 21. 22. 23. 24, ton; $20 each: lots 5. 6. Adolph Teltle- - O
rage, $20 each; lot 18 and south half A piece of land
22, 23, 24, owned by American Chris
fronting 60 feet on National ave $20 each.
beginning at a
of
lot 19, Mrs. Louisa R. Layton, $30;
50 feet fronting on Fifth street, jt,auin $2o
north
12.
of
heirs
iots
10.
119.3 feet from the southwest
Sec.
The lots and pieces of land north
n,
nue from the N. W. corner of Nation
tian Missionary society, $20 each.
19 and all of lot 20, point
half
of
lot
ou
..,
u.
.oeDie
T?flT1H
rieien
miaaie
14,
13.
ieet
t
corner
in
w,
iu;
of National avenue and Eighth
the Pablo Baca addition are assess- Frank
al and Eighth. Bessie Cavanaugh. $48.
Block 14, lots 1, 2, owned by A. A.
or same lots fronting on Firth street. Mr. r- -,, But,, $2n each: lots 15. 16.
Peppard, $30: lots 21. 22. 23.
and fronting thence west 40
Block 2; lots 7. 8. Jos. M. Sundt. ed as follows;
Jones, $20 each; a piece of land on O W. Hereford
Mrs. L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 eaoh street
50 feet of Joswoh G. Brown. $20 each.
south
$40;
feet
on south side of National avenue.
Block B; lots C fronting 42.5 feet,
$20 each: IoFfl. A. A. Sena. $20: lot
the west side of Seventh street, be-- ' same lots,
Block
6. 7, Mrs. R, Flint,
44,
lots
on
street.
Fifth
fronting
Block 34: lots 11, 12, I. K. Lewis, 10. Xlra. A. A. Sena. $20: lot 11. Mrs. Mrs. Mattle Green, $34; lot 1, front- $20 each lots 8, 9, 10, 11, H. G. Coors Henry Goke, $32.
ginning at the alley between Main Felix Strauss, $40.
A piece of land beginning at a point
lot. 13. Shlloh Colored Bap Lilly S. Hodson, $20: lots 12. 13, 14, ing 60 feet, Mrs. Mattle Green, $40; $20 each; lota 12. 13, 14, Emma Ad- $20
and Douglas avenues and fronting 44
159.3 feet from the southwest corner
Block 22. lot 5, Heirs of H. P. tist each;
lots
3,
2,
Mateo
$20
4,
15.
16.
17.
18.
each;
14,
19,
lot
S.
Lujan
J.
21,
20,
Unknown,
$20;
church,
Raynolds lots
feet on Seventh street owned by Mrs. Browne, $20: lots 6, 7. Mrs. Johanna
lcn, $20 each; the west 84 feet of lots of National avenue and Eighth street
5, 6, A. C. Erb, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, 18,
$20; lots 15, 16, Ohas. W. Allen, $20 $20 each.
Emma Raywood, $35,20; lots 3, 4,
fronting 84 feet on and fronting thence west 87. 2 feet on
Vollmer. $20 each; lot 8, Mrs. L. J. each:
7, 8, C, B. Fltoh, $20 each; lots 9, 10,
7.
D.
Sec.
S.
21,
The
18,
19,
lots
lots
17,
and
20,
May,
land
of
D. T. HosMns, the south, side of National avenue.
avenue,
pieces
Washington
owned b F. H. Pierce, $20 each; lots Perrlne, and Jno, W. Jones, $20; lot
$20 each: lot 22, Ignaclo Valdez, $20. fn the Thirty Six Bulldin
lots addi 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. Mary C. $67.20; the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, Las
6, 6. owned by D. T. Hoskins, $20
T.
Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.
Permella
XIrs.
$20;
Bromagen,
Dunlap, $20 each; lot 50 fronting 44 17, 18, fronting 60 feet on Washing
vo
Sec 4. The lots and pieces or land tion are assessed as follows:
T, 8. nmd by M.
A pieoe of land beginning at a point
nCTrttt sis fet of lot 10, fronting
teat. Mary C. Dunlap. $35.20: lot 61. ton
Co's addition
Town
18.
17.
lata
C.
Crraat,
Las
BIocfc.24A;
In
Hulda
lots
H.
the
Mr.
avenue,
Vegas
$48;
each; tots 9, 10, owned the
Schlrmer,
196.5 feet from the southwest corner
teet, (jnnriotta Grout, 20; th acrath are
tollwwa?'
Earl M. Heraos, $20 each 25
Rosenthal. $20 each; lots 19. 20. 21. fronting 44 feet, Marion Winters, 22, 23, Chas. Greenclay, $20 each..
by
ot National avenue and Eighth street
pant ot lot 10, trorvtSriK 25
$35.20: lot 18, Marlon Winters, $20;
Bloc.fe 8; th ecust Twirt of lot 1, 32. J. C. Bdhlot. J20 enth Into S5 9
7. 8, 62
Block
of
45.
lots 11. 12. 13. 14. owned by Mrs. R. on Main avenue. Qeors H. Hun
lots'
feet
6,
avenue 2d. 30. oolra of W. o. and Clara KooB- - lots 19, 20, 21, 22, B. D. Raynolda, $20 M. Oreenborwe-- , $50: 4 of lot , Wm. and fronting thence ewst 37.9 feet on
25 .feet on Railroad
fronting
owned
and
by
D.
Wlnlernlt
16,
lots
15,
11,
lot
$20
each;
$20;
Flint,
ker,
of National avenue
eouth, rid
from the corner of Railroad avenue rer, zu eaon; lots 24, 25, 26. 81, Mrs. eaoh; lota 23, 24, 25. 20. H allot. Ray- - v. Hotzier, J 10; lota 9. 10, Jno. Hob-bin- tha
'
Mm B. 13. Tj Marten, :!0.32.
Investment & Agency' corporation $20 Charles Ilfeld, $2:0; wt iz,
jau eacin; lots 27, 28. 29, 30.
and Douglas avenue, Mrs. Hulda Ro- L: D. Coleman Russell, $20 each; lots noma,
$20 each; lata 11, 12, 13, 14,
A
Iifooo
of
kind
of
Bena
$20
Mr.
heirs
Ilfeld.
nraglimlns at a Tkolnt
18,
lots
31,
32,
lot
Augusta ternltz, $20; rear 25 feet of
each; lots 17,
Ike
$20
lots
16,
senthal. $20: the east part of lots 2, 3, 33, 34, 35. 36, Effle J. Brown $20 each. and north half of 83,each;
Badharaoft.
15,
each;
Simon Bachar- - 17, 18, fronting 150 feet on Washing 234.4 foet from the nouihwret onrnnr
Block 25, lots J., 2, Mrs. F. W. Bring-hursCrane. $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith fronting 25 feet on Seventh street $20, fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue,
of National avenue and Eighth utroet
$20 each; lot 3, 5, 6, F. J. Gea- ach and H. C. Ilfeld, $50; south half ton avenue, II. G. Coors, $120; lots and
$40; the
$20; lots 20, 21, XIrs. Ida M. Jones, XIrs. Adele Ilfeld, $20; lota 13. 14, 15, XIrs. W. W. Rawlins,
fronting thence west 84.4 feet on
- of lot 33 and all of 84, 35, 36, Simon 19, 20, 21, Frank
25
XIrs.
Tam$20
Emma
$20
lot
3.
4,
2.
PeTpard,
of
each;.
ort
each;
iota
fronting
ring,
l.
$20 each! lot 22, Alice R. Long, $20;
south
elde of National avenue, Anna
$20. each; lots 10,
one
N.
lot
C.
D,
$70;
Bacharach,
Robblns,
half,
Charles
Hart-malots 22, 23, Sarah E. Atkins, $20 each, Yoakum, $27.52.
lot 23. Xlontgomery Bell, $20; lot 24, 17 18 19. XIrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 feet on Douglas avenue from the al- me, $23; lots 7, 8, XIrs. Annie
S.
Simon
one
half
$7.40;
Bacharach,
Block 48, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones, $20
at
$20 each; lots 9, 10, 13, 14, Wal- Dove Wilson
of land beginning
Grand ave- Mrs. Olivia, January and Mrs. Lockle
and Esther. Robblns, each; lots 8, 9, W. H. Shaffer, $20 A piece
ley between Railroad and 101
n.i56'".
268.8 feet from the southwest
each; lots 20, zi, zz. a. u, Julia
do C. Twltchell, $20 each; lots 11, 12, $7.40.
,
point
Tnhn
A.
Etter, $20.
Shank,
jzu
Mrs.
11
niipa
lots 23, 24,
each; lots 10, and 20 feet of lot
$20 each;
corner of National avenue and Eighth
R. E. Twltchell, $20 each.
M. XIcNaii, $20; lot 5, M. W. 15, 16,
Block 1; lots 1, 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds, on north side. Investment ft Agency street and
heirs
Sec. 8. The lots and pieces or lana
fronting thence west 100
Block 15; lots 1. 2, 3. 4 Jefferson Gregory, $20 each; lots 25, 26, north Lydia
Ross,
Janet
7,
6,
lots
Lehmann
Florence
eouflh
side feet on the south side of National ave
Browne, $20;
corporation. $36; 5 feet on
lots 5, 6, L H. fis of H. P. Browne, $20 each; the107
Hill Site Town Co'a addition $20 each; lots 64, 5,
la
the
naonaracu
cnirtfl J20$20each:
S.
10,
Iots
lot
XI.
8,
of
$20 each; lot
and south half
d
feet $20 each;
of lot 11 and all of lot 12, Lydia
nue, Henry Goke, $80.
each; undivided
part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting
Duel Ore assessed as follows:
W H. Rapp,
, D. J. Leahy, $30; north half of lot McNair, $24; the east one half of lots
P. Browne, Brothers, $20 each; lot 11, D. C.
A piece of land fronting on north
L.
of lot 7, heirs of Clara Koogler. on Sixth street, heirs of II.
F.
E.
17,
0.
$20
2,
lots
1,
Block 34;
Olney,
and all of lot 8, Mrs. Rosanna Roth- 13. 14. fronting 75 feet on Washing side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
of lot 7, $85.60; the south' part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, $20; lots 12, 14, 15, 16,
C7. imHtvidfid two-thir4
and Frank Springer, $20 each; lots 3, ,5, unknown, $20 each; geb, $30; lots 9, 10, 11, Vincent Trader ton avenue, F. E. Olney, $60; the west a point 128 feet from northwest corHedgcock,' $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10, fronting 43 feet on Sixth street, First Houghton
lot 13, Erb & Westerman. $20; lot 6, and 6 feet 3 Inches of the north $20 eaoh: lots 12, 13, 14, 15, A. M. one half of lots 13, 14. fronting 7B ner of Douglas avenue and Eighth,
each;
church
$35.40.
company,
.
Building
Baptist
of lot 7, Lubie Gilstrap, $25; south IS Ad1er,'$20 each; lots 16, 17, Robina feet on Washington. $60; the east. 60 street and ranlng thence west 28
Douglas Avenue
Napart of lots 18, 19,side20, of fronting
Lincoln feet 9 Inches of lot 7 and north one
lots i. S, M. A. Otero, 75
$20 each; lots 11, 12, San Miguel
Smith Pontious, $20 each; lots 50, ft. of lots 15,16,17.18 fronting 50 feet feet, Mrs. S. B. Davis, $22.40.
p.Wlr
north
on
the
feet
tional bank, $20 each; lots A, B, C, $20 each; lots 3, 4,' 5, 6, 7, Investment avenue from the alley between Rail- half of lot 8, Southwestern Building 51, 52, 53, fronting 112.5 feet Cecillo
XIrs. EmmaD.
A niece of land fronting on north
Charles Ilfeld, $20 each; lots D. E. Sc. Agency corporation, $20 each; lots road and Grand avenues, Sarah EAt-b-in- o & Loan association, $25; lots 9, 10, Rosenald, $90; lots 64, 65, 66, front on Washington avenue,
60 feet of lots side of Douglas avenue beginning a.
renter
the
eacn.
$40;
Burks,
$20
Co.,
B.
Galle
Realty
Southwestern
Q
20,
Whitmore,
and one half of ?, Eugenio
Mrs. Harriott
F
riv nart of lots 18, 19,
ing 92 feet, W. J. Poohel, $73.60; lot 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting 50 foot on a nolnt. 1 66 foot, weat from northwest
lot 15, heirs of Sallie Rosenthal, $20;
each; lots 10, 11, 12, Jas. H. Hunter frnntinir 25 feet on the north side gos, $50; lots 23, 24, Bessie Jaffa, $20 18; Emellne Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19, Washington avenue, C. H. Stewart, corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
S.
F.
and
H.
Pierce
F.
at a each; lots 25, 26, 27, B. F. Forsythe, 0, W. N. Rosenthal, $20 each; lots
lots 16, 17. 13,
west 48
$20 each; lot 13 ana west nan 01 it, of Lincoln avenue beginning
$40; the west 50 feet of lots 15, 16, street, and running thence
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 21,23, Jas.
of Betsy J. Sebra, $30; east half Tioint 100 feet from the alley between $20 each; the south 16 feet and 9 In- 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, A. II. Harris, $2C 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on Washing feet; E. V. and Alice R. Ixmg, $3H.m
heirs
24,
22,
Pep-parS. Duncan, $20 each; lots
of lot 14 and all of lot 15, A. J.
A piece of land fronting on north
Railroad and Grand avenues ana ruu-- ches of lot 23, B.3 F. Forsythe, $13.40: each; lota 26, 27. H. G. Coors, $20 ton avenue, Chas." Ilfeld, $40; lot 19,
Inches of lot 28, all each; lots 28, 29, Mrs. Lena Teitle
W. Wesnetr. $20 each.
wftBit 25 feet. Kate Wright, the north 8 feet
$30; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, the First
Chas. Ilfeld, $20; lots 20, 21, A. A. f,'da of Douglas avenuo beginning at
8
lot
e...
.1.
of
20,
feet
south
O.
A.
the
and
rn19,
18,
of lot 29,
ju
nnrt of lots
baum, $20 each; lots 30, 31,
23, ID. L, n nolnt. 202 feet weat of tho north- Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas Xlethodist EpiscopalG.cnurcn, $20
each; frontlns 25 feet on the north side of 30, Xlary S. XTarsh, $32.98; the south Wheeler. $20 each: lots 32, 33, front Jones, $20 each: lots 22,
$20 lots 20, 21, 22, W.
Ode,
association,
west corner of Douglas avenue and
Building
Masonic
Hammond, $20 each.
lots 23, 24, 25. " C. w. wesner,
Lincoln avenne beginning at a point 16 feet of lot 30 and all of lots 31, 32, ing 69 feet 5 inches, D. Winternitz,
47: lots 6. 7. and norm inair Eighth street and running thence west
Block
each; lots 10, 11, 12, Jas. S.M.Duncan.
Jeffer-so$55.00.
each.
ion fot west of the alley netweeu- XIrs. Emma Benedict, $52.80.
of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50;. south half 42 foot, y. O. Ogle, $33.60.
$20 each; lots 19, 20 ,21, 22,
avenuefe and mnaMrle
Block 35; lots 1, 2, Chas. H. Spor-Iede- r
Grand
2: lot 2, XIrs. Hulda Rosen of lot 8 and all of lots 9, 10, Andrew
and
A piece of land rronting on nonn
Block
Railroad
$20 each; lots 23 ,24, XIrs.
Mrs.
3.
Harris
2G:
1.
2,
lots
Block
reet.. worn-tt- o
$20 eaoh; lots 3, 4, A. H. West, thai $20; lots 3, 4, Isidor Gallegos, Devlne, $50; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, Rich- slrtn of Douglas avenue, beginning at
U a Tram rd. $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15,
.T. H. n'n" thence west for 25
4.
5,
lots
Whitmore, $20 each;
18, 19, 20, $20 each: lots 5, 6, Eugene and P D. $20 each; lot 5, A. A. Jones, $20; lots
ssfl! nart. of
16 17, fronting 75 feet on Sixth street.
Mrs.
$20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, east boundary of publlo school grounds
side 'of .Town Co. $20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 6. ,7, B. F. Forsythe, $20 each; lots ard Davidson,
of lots Raynolds, $20 each: lots 6, 7,
on
rew
north
41 foot, XIrs.
25
feet
$60;
Los
of
Vegas,
fronting
8, !,
18, II. C. Smith, $20 each; lots m, and running thence east
lots
City
$20
each;
C.
Dresser,
Helen
on
feet
Grand and Lin 13. 14. fronting 75 feet on Grand ave 8, 9, 13, 14, Browne & XIanzanares, $20 20, 21, Geo. P. Hlle. $20 entch; lots F, Elston, $32.80.
101. n, Lincoln from corner of
13, 14. 15, 16, 17, fronting $5
eacn;
$20
E.
Atkins,
Sarah
10,
A piece of land fronting on norm
coln avenues running east, irams nue Hill Site Town Co., $60; lots 15, 16, each; lots 10, 11, Mrs. J. J. uiicnnsi, 22, 23, J. C. Rex', $20 each.
cmi, ctTOAt. Young Xlen's Christian
of Las Mrs. Anna ward, zu: 10131.1, n,
nnd Mrs. k. B. snaw, iff
Ed. C.Ward. $20 each; lots 17,18, Mrs $20 each; lot 12, R. W. Hail, $z;
Block 48; lots 6, 7, H. D. Relnken, !iin of Douglas avenuo, beginning nt
association, $60; lot 18, City M. and rado Telephone Co., $20 each; lots 15, it mTr
w 95.' 26. XIra. S. A. Stoneir, $20 Katherine Rathrock, $20 each: lots 19, lots 15, 16, S. A. Brewer, $20 each; $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Xlary Casey, a point 285 feet west from northwest
Vegas; $20; lots 4, 5, 6, Annie
19, Trustees of the proper-tv'o- f
o
.nH Mrs, R. Flint, $20 each; 16 17, 18, Protestant Episcopal church each; lots 21. 22. Thos. Foster. $0 20. 21. 22. G. J. Ouinn, $20 each; lot 7, Adolph Teitlebaum, zu; iots $20 each;, lots 11, 12. 13, 14, R D. corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
the
..'.uMdnt. f lots 1. 2. 3. 4, fronting
$120-theach- - lots ?3. 24. Xlary C. Dunlap. $20 lots 23, 24, 25, 26. Hill Site Town Co.. 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, fronting 137.5 reet May, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Chas, street and running thence went Z"Z
be- in the district of New Xlexico,
each: W 7. D. C. Duel. $20; lot 2S, $20 each; lots 27, 28, Paul B. BiacK- Xlary C. and R. D. Dunlap, $110; lots M. Dougherty, $20 each; lots 18, 19, foot. Board of Education of the Ci!T
33 feet west side of Grand avenue
National
same fronting 150 feet on
.w. air.
the
from
87
feet
z.
iota
$20
each.
2n;
a
55, 56, 57, fronting 87.6 feet, A. P. XIrs. Minnie Detterick. $20 each; tots of Las Vegas, $161.60.
Kate
at
Wright,
shear,
& XTyrtle
point
ginning
.
ave avenue: lots 20, 21, 22, R. L.
U. H. New-lee- , 20,
.
A piece of land fronting on soutli
.n
A Carpenter. $20 eacn; lot hi,
2, Wm. Shilling-law- Watson. $70; lots 58, 69,
lots
Block
1,
36;
wwpfin Dourfas and Main
21, 22, 23, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 earn.
10's
20
z.i,
each:
it.
Tim,rhtnn
A.
S.
XIrs.
subdiviF. Adam?,
34.
L.
32.
23,
60,
lot
0:
lots
$26.40;
0. 7, J. T. I.ubaeh. side of Xlaln street, beginning at ease
$20 eaoh;
Wheel
B.
s,vw
E.
lots
3.
of
49.
4,
Block
lots
$20
the
each:
nues, Mrs. R. Flint,
property
the
of
24 feet 26 Trustees
each; pleow of land fronting er, $20 each: lots 5, 6. F. V. Bryant, J20: lots 18. 19. Margaret urainoy. $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, fronting 75 boundary of Douglas avenue jmbl'c
sion of lots 1, 2. 3. 4, fronting
Protestant Enisconal church In the Hill. $20
A. Flemor ixraRim
on tho west side of urana avuU. ther district of New Xtextco. xu; ims i, 25 feet, on the south Ride
$20 each: lots 7. 8. C. W. Wesner, ?w!J $20 earth; lots 20, 21, George Mrs. Jas. feet on Grand avenue, J. K. XTartin. school and running thence east 4s
a point 25 feet
at
22, 25,
lots
54 feet south of
$20
each;
avenue
beslnning
a
9.
at
Southwestern
Realty
each.
ing,
lots
lots 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on feet, XIrs. F. Elston, $36.
10,
$20
point
each;
ginning
- $00;
28, XIrs. Betty G. Crockett.
Main
west of alley between Railroad and Co., $20 each: lots 11, 12, Lydia XI. Yonncr. $20 each: lots 23, Z4, Mrs. koo- Second street, J. W. Hesser, $60.
A piece of land fronting on south
alley between Douglas and
subdi7 lots 1. 2. 3. H. W. Kelly, Grand avenues, being a part of the rear XTcNalr. t20 each: lots 13. 14, C. D. lna J. Smith Pontious, $20 each; lot
of Xlaln avenue, beginning at a
side
Mrs. B. Giltner, $19 20;
30
.T. XI.
27,
Block 50; lot 3, Xlaxlmo Lopez, $20;
of lota 3?. 33. 34. Theresa Block, $20. Boucher, $20 each; lots 15, 16, Saul 26, XIrs. L. Klngsley. $20; lota
45 feet east of west line of
vision of lots 1. 2, 3. 4, fronting
f20 each; lots 4, 5, 6. 7, XIrs.
point
28. A. B. Watoson $20 eaoh: lots 29, lot 4, Juan Fresquez, $20; lots 5, 6, Q. XIrs. F. Elston.'s property and runA niece of land, fronting 25 feet on Rosenthal. $20 each: lots 17, 18, wai
$20 eacn: iw? k, a, n.,
feet on the west side of Grand
Cunnineham.
30 feet
o
$20, each: lots 12, south side of Douglas avenue begin- ter Hayward, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 30, Mrs. Natalia S. Jones, $20 each; XI. de Sllva, $20 each; lots 7, a, ,
11 H W. Kellv.
nue, beginning at a point
thence east for 60 feet, Wm. J.
& M. h. iietzier,
Rail12, ning
Wm.
F.
10,
11,
lots
32,
and
$20
31,
lots
eacn;
Grand
each;
$20
Romero,
between
south from the alley between Douglas- 13 14 heirs or V. ti. nrauiPj.
at
Peter
and
Murphy,
alley
Margaret
ning
Mills.
$40.
Teitlefront--i
Frank Roy, $20 each; lots 28, 29, R.
and Xlain avenues, XIrs. Lena
lots 21. 22. Jas. S. Duncan. $20 eacn $20 each.
each; subdivision of 'ots 15. 16, of Na road avenues, Cromwell estate, $20.
of land beginning at a point
A
31.
James
30,
piece
L.
lots
3
$20
E.
$20;
15.1 foot on the north side
Hammond,
8:
Block
lot
R.
each;
$20
1,
lot
Charlotte
Fugate,
lets 23; 24,
Rogers,
Block 9, lot designated as
R.
east line of Mrs. v. rci- 95
Hulfrom
from
feet
west,
XIrs.
$20
V.
$20
32,
lot
C.
M.
Lizzie
and
Carpenter,
25.
6,
26.
W.
Hill,
Block 17: lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, W. XI.
$20
XIate
running
each;
each: lots
lots 4, 5,
Hanson,
tional avenue
fronting 65 feet on Sixth street, Lucy
8. XIrs.
sevemu
7,
ana
lot
east 50 feet, Mrs,
lots
36,
of
half
f,
33,
south
35,
lots
thence
84,
7
i;orBunSlxtn
M.
and
ston, running
da Rosenthal. $20;
each: lot
Williams, $20each;
allev between
each: lots 27, 28. heirs? of XIrs.
V. Clements, $52; lot 2, Lydia J.
12. the
Thos. Lipsett, $30; north half of lot 37, 38, XIrs. Josephine Hayward, $zu F. Elston, $40.
J Crowley, 20 each; lots$209, 10, 11.lots
streets, B. S. Harrison. $120: lots 17, ker, $20; lot 3, Isabel Henry, $20; lots ffiet, $20 each
each;
? and all of lots 9, 10, o. m. Huron, each; lots 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, unknown,
XIrs. Helen C. Dresser
NOW THEREFORE, according to
18, XIrs. Harriet S. van reuen.
Block 37. lots 1. 2. 3. 4. 5,6. and 12
4. 5, Lydia J. Bunker, ?zo eacn; iots
a. i"rgc,
no.
O.
lots 11, 12, W. J. Pochel, $20 $20 each.
O.
F.
Charles
I.
lots 19, 20,
ii 14 .Tames S. Duncan, ot$20lotseach;
$50;
ch:
7,
lot
6 7. Las Vegas Ixdge
of
north
side
feet
of
the
the
provisions of Chapter 72, Laws ot
15,
50 and
a piece of land composed
lots 21. 22, Isabel Henry,
8, F. E.- Olney, $20; H. Stevenson, $130; the south twelve each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
Sec. I". The iota and pieces of 190L as amended
lot
each:'
each;
4,
$20
by Chapter 86, Laws
A. Sunderlln,
16. 17, 18, fronting 150 feet on Doug each; lots 23, Z. J.
land In the J. A. and A. Baca addition
lot designated as lot 9, fronting 65 and one half feet of lot 7, all of lot south, half of lot 51, N. 51 ana
or
Mrs.
or owners In whole
an
25.
owner
26,
uunran.
s.
of
lots
lot
1903,
of
any
half
James
ave
las avenue,
8 and the north one half of lot 9, D, $130; north
are assessed as follows:
.Tohnsen, $20 each;
feet on south side of Douglas
lots 63, 54,
va 95 ?fi. XIrs. Helen C. Dresser,
A. Shank, $20 each: lots 27, 2S, nue, Adolph Coors, $o2.00.
XIrs. A. B. de or la part, or their legal representa
W. Condon, $40: the south half of lot w r,? ir. c. Young. $30;
Lucy
Block
lots
1,
2,
2,
55. fronting
Mrs. Jennie Levy, $20 each.
$?0 each: lots 27. 28. Lilly A.
Block 10: lot 1. Clirk
Forsythe, 9. and all of lots 10. 11. W. E. Kaser, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each; lot
each; lots 3, 4, 17, 18, tives, has the right within ton dayi
Rosen-tha- i
hi, Xt'anzanares, $20
$30;
Chas.
37.5
Ilfeld,
. $20 each: lot 29, Mrs. Hulda
$20
lts
Trader.
feet,
nortn
T20:
Vincent
L.
Poole
lots
12, 13, 14,
2, and the
2, XIrs.
lot
$50;
$20
1,
Wright,
each; lots 5, 6, 22, after the fiate of the last publication
29.
lots
2o;
Block
Baca,
Xllguel
$20
J.
F.
C.
140.9 feet,
Bope.
$20; lots 30. 31. F.
5 TTntnn Havs. $48: the ;w s Thorpi Block. $20: niece of each; lots A. B. C. D. being minmvi 58, 69, 60, fronting
w
A.
each; lots 7, 8, 20, ot
$20
J.
23,
Baca,
18,
63,
tils notice, which, said last 6tttt
XT. Baca, $20 each;
each: lots 32, 33, 34. 35. 3( Mutua
Gehring, $112.72; lots 61, 62, lots
lots
15 feet of lot 3 ana an ox '"'"Hand rronting 4U reer on west biuo oi won or iot.s i., in ,i , is, inmuus
19. 21, Aurella
eacn.
soth
each:
$20
$20
association,
a
L.
V.
Imil
Browne,
will
Ernest
be on tie 31st day of August, A.
t..m,i
R. Baca, $20 each; lots
V. Hayes, $92; lots 8, 9. sixth street: beginning on north at feet on Columbia avenue, Iizzle
$20 each; 9, 10, XIarIa
Monit frnntlne 50 feet on north 4 5 6- 7,o R.
j
T,in'ran.
S20 each: lots 11, nronerfr of There vi Block,
R0: lots E. F. being sub- in 91 99 Lvdla M. XfcNalr,
Theresa
to bring suit In ihe Dla'rlct
Valeirlo
Carnenter.
$20
11.
12.
16.
Baca,
1911,
15.
each;
D.,
lot's 23, 24, J. B. Floyd. $20 each; lots
side of Douglas avenue, being the
$20 Court
$20 each;
13. 14, 19, Filadelfo Baca,
f 3J; piece of land fronting 40 .division of Wn IB. 16. 17, 18, fronting
lots
Jurisdiction according to
McAllister,
J.
Eliza
having
ZU
iin
eacn;
west 50 feet of Bullard's
13. 14, fronting 142 UPet on west side of Sixth street be- - BO feet on Columbia avenue. F. J 2t. 26, E. Toomay,
A, Filadelfo Baca and Xll
lot
lots
each;
of
division
,,
o
the action of th said
,
addition.
to
review
Co's
of the Las Vegas Town
beginning at ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln Wepner. $40; lot 19 and so. on balf 28, Dove Wilson, $Z0 eacn; ioi Savings guel Baca,$20; lots B. C 36, 37, 38, Mrs. law,
of land feet on National avenue National
a
46.9
Employees
piece
Council.
$40:
feet,
aveLewis.
Father
CKy
and
&
north
40:of
fronting
lot 20. Dove Wilson
ena running thence
corner of
Vogt
F. G. de Baca, $20 each; lots 24, 25,
sn foot on north side oi the northwest
& Building association, i.w.da
CHAS. TAXI. ME. City Clerk.
Konmns ?su; nonn oim
3.' Mrs. Julia S.'26. 27. V. S. Oswalt, $20 rch; lots
and Fourth street, wrs. nuiua 4 xeet, h. i. t;ooTs, .i; piece oi mnn
2,
T,
lots
Lin-'anBlock
4,
JWlaS avenue, beginning at the east
lota
63 feet
42
$30;
side
of
on
O.
north
feet
east
21.
Calhoun,
U
all
of
the
fronting
.'senthal, $113.60;
end of land or vogt
j
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Vanilla Ice cream at White Kitchen
Supper 25 cents. - The clean
place.
,y

LOCAL NEWS

IFOrder From

Wanted

Isn't that draft beer fins at

Opera Bar?

You Should

Alwas get the best at Nolettei

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
can of Canned Crab Meat, or
A can of our Silver Crest Brand Columbia
River Salmon
Or any quantity of our fancy Cold Boiled

barber shop.

Hot lunch every morning
'clock at the Opera Bar.

Operator to copy Associat
Optic's
leased wire dally excepl Sunday, 11:30
to 2:30. Call on city editor.

tht ed Press report over The

at

10

SUIT INSTITUTED
FOR COLLECTION

's

8 and 10 oz. net weight respectively

I

35 cents

Price per Bottle

"The Fall of Troy," the most spec
tacular and magnificent film in the
ENFORCworld, tonight at the Bridge Street OFFICIALS VIGOROUSLY
TARDY
theater.
ING LAW AGAINST

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

Extra fine program Photoplay Thea
tre tonight "Wild Animals In Captiv

ALBUQUERQUE

October 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, '

14, 1911.
Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
Write for Premium List and Program.
JOHN B. McMANUS,

ISAAC BARTH,

President.

Secretary-Manage-

r.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Law

Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Screened and Lump Raicn CerrlUos

JB

WOOD

WHOLESALE MNP RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

Steam

Coal

ity." "A Hero Almost," "The Gambler's
Chance," "In and Around Havana,
Cuba," "How the Hungry Man was
Fed."
Demetrlo Sanchez of Chaperlto yes
terday applied at the court house for
$32 as bounty on two lobo wolves and
a coyote killed by him recently near
his home.
The bounty on lobo
wolves is $15 each, and the hunters
who kill them are lucky.
The Spring Chicken crowd will give
a dance tomorrow evening In the O.
R C. hall. This evening the Fortnightly club will dance In the armory. Dances are occurring frequently during
the summer but the young people do
not seem to grow tired of them.
The La a Vegas hospital announces
the receipt of the following donations
for which the society is duly thankful:
Two invalid's chairs, one from. Mr.
and Mrs. Evlston of Raton and Mr.
Ferrand of St. Louis, and another from
the nurses employed at the hospital;
a large assortment of dishes and sev
eral boxes of flowers from local rest
dents.
Alberto Padllla, the fast little utility
player, who started the season with
the Maroons, has been signed up by
Clayton. Padilla was secured ,gy
Texas, to play Sunday, Monday
Clayton. Padilla was secured by Dalhart. He made a great showing as
shortstop for Dalhart, playing error- is ball In the three games and get
ting four hits. Dalhart won two of the
three games.
Pal-har-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President

GOAL n

f

Sawed Wood and Kindling

t,

Rev. Father Paul Gilberton, pastor
of the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, wishes it understood that the
meeting of the Catholic people of
Las Vegas to be held this evening in
the court house for the purpose of
electing directors for Mount Calvary
cemetery Is not under the auspices of
the Our Lady of Sorrows parish. The
parish has nothing whatever to do
with the cemetery, which is the prop
erty of the archbishop of Santa Fe,
and has never been and never will be
transferred to any corporation, family
or individual.

Uncle Sam's
Boys

'

used during Encampment

THE BEST PLACE

at GREENBERGER'S
Beginning Saturday July 29

OWNERS

PROPERTY

See "The Fall of Troy" tonight at
he Harmony club will meet at 2:30
the Bridge Street theater.
o'clock tomorrow afternoon with Mrs.
C A McMillan on the Hot Springs
WANTED
At this office, large, boulevard.
:lean cotton rags. Sc per pound.
Miss Ida Roudebush of Topeka, Kan.,
Miss Helen Lyster Is 111 at her home is
here for a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
302 Washington avenue.
Her condi H. E. White. Miss Roudebush is on
tion is not serious.
way home from a visit in Califor
nia.
We have a new supply of ink pads
for rubber stamps, all sizes and colTllden and Leonard Hosklns return
ors. OPTIC OFFICE.
efl today from Cuervo, where
they have
been
Mr. and Mrs. Harry HosThere will be regular communica klns. visiting
They brought with them little
tion of Chapman
Lodge, A F. & Miss Frances Hosklns. The
trip was
A. M., No. 3, In the Masonic Temple
made in an automobile in five hours.
tonight at 8 o'clock.
The recovery of Max Nordhaus from
the effects of his recent operation has
been marvelous. Last evening Mr.
Nordhaus was allowed to smoke. He
Is reported as recuperating rapidly.

Men's Oxfords

BACK TAXES

A

Ham
Then add to your order 1 Bottle of Dur-keor Yacht Club Salad Dressing which is a
delicious sauce for the above cold meats
and all other salads.

Reduction Sale of

Suits have been filed by the district
attorney's office for the collection of
all delinquent taxes amounting to
more than $100 for the year 1910. Tax-efor 1910 became delinqent July 1,
last The treasurer and collector's office soon will begin the preparation of
the list of delinquent taxes for 1910
which amount to less than $100- - As
soon as this list has been published,
according to law, a general suit for the
collection of such delinquent taxes
will be brought
During the past two years a vast
amount of work has been done by the
treasurer and collector's office and the
An adjourned meeting of the Mod district attorney's office in the collecern Woodmen will be held in Fraternal tion of delinquent taxes and the clear
Brotherhool hall tomorrow evening at. ing of the tax rolls of the long list of
accumulat7:45 o'clock.
Important business is delinquents that had been
to be transacted and all officers are ing for several years. The county comurged to be present. A full attendance missioners, the treasurer and the dis
trict attorney are taking special pains
of members is also desired.
to make sure no further accumulation
The street department is cutting ot delinquent taxes is made on the
down the weeds on such streets as are books. While engaged in collecting
within the fire limits. Since the po taxes which have been unpaid for sev
lice department suggested that weeds eral years these officials have taken
oj vacant lots should be cut down (precautions to prevent each new year
many residents have been wleldine the from adding to the delinquent list.
festive scythe and the weeds have been They will continue to do so.
The territorial board of equalization
laid low,'
has lntsdtuted careful Inquiries as to
Frank Fries, baker for C. D. Bouch the amount of taxes owed in the va
er, the grocer, established a reputa- rious counties of the territory.. Memtion during the recent National bers of the board have made requests
Guard encampment when he baked of District Attorney Charles W. G.
5,152 loaves of home made bread for Ward and the other district attorneys
the soldiers in twelve days. Mr. of New Mexico for lists of the delinFries did this work along with his quent taxpayers in each county. These
regular duties as baker for the are to be in the hands of the board at
Boucher grocery, which, when con its next meeting. Mr. Ward will fur
sidered, is something of a feat
nish the lists for San Miguel and Mora
counties. The work of collecting de
According to the statements of men linquent taxes In this district has been
familiar with conditions throughout prosecuted so vigorously that Mr.
the county more wool was produced Ward Is of the belief that there will
In San Miguel county this year than
le little delinquent property for him
for several seasons. The quality of to
report by the time the board meets
the wool is excellent Many wagon again!,
loads of wool have been brought to
town during the past several days
FIRE!
and sold on the local market Prices
Total lose!
be
to
low,
are
said, however,
here
Nothing- - Insured!
the wool bringing about twelve cents.
Luck Is fickle,
A buyer from the Boston market arYou may be next.
rived last night and likely will make
Cutler Brothers'
heavy purchases before departing.
Representative will call
At your request.
POPE ABLE TO DRIVE OUT
Phone Main 124
Rome, Aug. 3. For the first time
since his recent indisposition, Pope
Pius was strong enough yesterday
Vanilla ice cream at White Kitchen
afternoon to take a short drive in the
tonight. Supper 25 cents. The clean
Vatican gardens.
place.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

.

You can buy Oxfords, in Patents,
Gun Metal, Platinum Calf, Vici and
Kangaroo, in both Black ahd Tan and
made in all the
models, including the High Arch with Military
Heel at the following prices.

'

x

up-to-da-

.

te

All $4,50 Oxfords Go at $3.45
All 4.20 Oxfords Go at 3.20
All 4.00 Oxfords Go at 3.15
All 3,50 Oxfords Go at 275

'

This Sale Will Last

i

Week Only

GREENBERGER
A

Square Deal

Have Your House

Wired
Then

,

you can use any of

the modern appliances.

I

Best Creamery
Butter
35c per pound

Choice

Dairy
Butter

30c per pound

Dainty Undergarments Nicely
Laundered
Ladies' dainty lingerie is given
especial attention at our plant
and is laundered in a way that
delights every particular woman.
We wash your dainty muslins
and laces carefully, and we
give them a clear, bright white

Gall up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
You Can't Take Vacations All Summer
your home is comfortable and pleasant all over you
won't pine for a vacation anyhow.
A good many people find that the
money they used to
two
week's vacation goes a long way towards
spend on a
making their home comfortable all summer.
It doesn't cost much if you know how.
Let us show you.
y
Cool, lazy porch chairs, outdoor swings, hammocks,
rockers things that invite ease.
1

J

VC.

JOHNSEN & SON
UfFNirfi

f

ait

mo - -

--

-s-

-

-
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FOR 30 DAYS

color.

They are starched to juot the
right degree, in just the right
places, and are ironed by gtrls
who do this work so well that
when finished the garments
really look better than when
new.
OUR CHARGES ARE SMALL
TRY THE WORK.

Our Pride Flour

01.30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

i

in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats

Loaves of our

"Home Made"

' 'Baked in a

sanitary oven
In a sanitary way."
The Ilome of Fresh Bakery
Goods

BOUCHER

GubGGP&o

for Tim Gpti

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

GROCER.

Phone Main 81.

Las Vegas

(The Coffee Man.)
138

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

Bread
In 11 Days

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

J. H. STEARNS

We Want to Call Your

Attention Agein
To the

Gladiolius as a summer cut flower.
A fine assortment of colors.

Fine large spikes a.t 75 cents per dozen.

Perry Onion

(Si

--

Store Phone Main 462 Ranch Phons Main 27

Son:
;

'

, HARVEY'S

.

IS SUPERB IN AUGUST
Engage accommodations now.
Carriage out Wednesday and Sat.
Tenns, $2 per da, flO week.
Leave orders at Murphey'B.

Tony Faust draught beer is on Up
Opera. Bar, and la one of the
An eat draught beer served over any
tar in the city.

at the

Hush's Golden Wedding Rya, aged
the wood... Direct from distillery
to you. At the Ixbby, of course.
In

.Subscribe for The Optic

